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Great Stuff for MS/DOS and CP/M Computers!

Solve Computer Incompatibility!

We've improved our popular TWIST & SHOUTI package and given it a new name!
LONG & LOUD! Version 2.0 is easier to use and install, includes new fonts in both
LONG (now with four sizes) and LOUD (Times, Sans Serif, aide English, Script and
Symbols - in both upper and lower case) and supports more printers. Many new
features!! Supports every printer capable of graphics. If your printer doesn't work,
we'll make it work - or your money back! To upgrade, send your old disk and $5.

LONG & LOUD! is two great pieces of software at one low price! LONG lets you
print out your spreadsheets or any text file the long way (sideways) on your dot
matrix printer. No more cutting and pasting to put together a fragmented printout.
LOUD prints giant banners in letters from two to eight inches high using five special
type styles. Make banners, posters and signs with ease.

~STOr
INew for Morrow! I

Profiles magazine wrote, "PRESTO still
has the edge over Write Hand Man in
features andgeneralpolish... "

And now we've improved it even more!
PRESTO adds features to any program
you run. Just hit a special trigger key
and PRESTO suspends your current
program and opens a window on-screen.
You can then call up a calculator, a
notepad, a Rolodex™, a perpetual
calendar and perform screen dumps.
Hit another key and you're right back
where you left your original program.

PRESTO! (Version 3) uses almost 5K
less memory than previous versions,
yet includes great new features like:

NEW CP/M Commands: From within any
program you can now do a directory,
copy and rename files, erase files, and
type files to the screen.

NEW Keyboard Macro Processor:
Throwaway SmartKey and XtraKey
because PRESTO now includes its own
key processor. The keys module
includes powerful features like the
ability to automatically load special key
definitions for each program you use.

And best of all - the price remains the
same. Just $39.95 for all Morrow,
Osborne, Kaypro, Epson and Otrona
CP/M computers. Specify computer.

MILESTONE
Business Project Planner

Originally $295 - Now just $99.95!
Now plan and execute complex tasks
with ease. You easily input manpower,
costs and time requirements for a series
of tasks and MILESTONE does the rest
- creating a detailed workplan,
identifying critical paths and analyzing
alternatives. Our catalog has full info.

For all CP/M, MS/DOS or PC/DOS.

-

Special Offer: one MS/OOS and
one CP/M version for only...

$49.95
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For anyCP/M or MS/OOS
computer (IBM compatibility is

not required), just...

$34.95

-

LONG&
LOUDI
Sideways & Banner
Printing Utility for
Dot-Matrix Printers

MEDIA MASTER lets your CP/M computer (Osborne or Kaypro) or IBM
compatible (PC, XT or AT) read, write and format up to 200 different disk formats.
With MEDIA MASTER, you can exchange information and programs with other
computers. $39.95. Write for our latest catalog which contains a full format
compatibility chart.

MEDIA MASTER PLUS has all of the file transfer capabilities of MEDIA
MASTER plus it gives your 16-bit computer the ability to actually run CP/M software.
Now your new IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible can read your Morrow disks (and up to
200 other formats) and run your CP/M software. Let your Morrow CP/M software
ease your transition to the MS/DOS world. Just $59.95.

ACCELERATE 8/16 includes every feature of MEDIA MASTER PLUS, plus an
upgraded emulator and a special easy-to-install NEC V20 chip. The V20 chip lets
your PC or XT compatible run your CP/M software at speeds as much as 350%
faster than MEDIA MASTER Plus. Chip &software is just $99.95. (IBM AT or AT
compatible users, use MEDIA MASTER PLUS only.)

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

22458 Ventura Blvd., Suite E
VVoodland Hills, CA91364

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS

Order by mail or call our 24 hour toll free order line
from anywhere in the US or Canada:

800-628-2828 (Extension 918)
Technical questions, orders: 818-716-1655 (9-5 PST)

Add $4 per order postage/handling. Overseas, add $12.
US funds only. CA residents add 6% tax (LA County 6.5%)

-
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Letters to
the Editor

Waiting for WS 4.0.

I'm "desprit" to get the new WordS tar

4.0. Please do whatever you can to ex
pedite the CP/M version. I am very
happy with my trouble-free Morrow
MD2 and do not plan on changing.

Molly Talbot McKinney
Tucson,AZ

(We are in touch with MicroPro and
Peter Mierau spoke to a well attended
BAMDUA meeting on June 6. Soon
we'll try to print a review ofa beta-test
copy of WS 4.0. In the meantime,
keep writing MicroPro about what you
want in WS 4.0: Lee Lensky, CP/
M Update, MicroPro Interna
tional, 33 San Pablo Avenue,
San Rafael, CA 94903. -Ed.)

Requiem for a Good
Mug

At the May 12, 1987 meeting of the
:Morrow User's Group of Washington,
D.C., a vote was taken to disband the
group. We felt we could do the most
good by sending any money left after
paying expenses to MaR to help keep
you going longer. You'll get a letter
and a check before the first of Septem
ber. Please continue to keep the high
quality of articles and reviews that
MaR has delivered. I look forward to
each issue.

Robert E. King
Glenn Dale, MD

2 Morrow Owners' Review

(It is sad to see you go as it was re
cently when the Sacramento group ter
minated operations. Your group put
out one of the best newsletters I have
seen. I hope your authors will think of
MOR when they feel the urge to write
CP/M related material. Thank you
very much for the "inheritance"; we
will put it to good use. --Ed.)

They Shoot Computers,
Don't They?

As an owner of an MD-11 and a sub
scriber to MaR, I read with great
amusement your article "They Shoot
Computers, Don't They?" (Vol. 4, #3,
June/July '87). I would like to obtain
permission to reprint this article as a
filler item in our humor magazine, the
Journal of Polymorphous Perversity,
which is issued twice a year. Our cur
rent circulation is about 1,500. Your
article would probably appear under a
filler heading such as "Classics in Ca
tharsis."

Glenn C. Ellenbogen, PhD., Editor
New York, New York

What the hell is this paean to automat
ic weapons doing in MOR? Or at
least, as an article rather than short
"Here's a Weird One" blurb? The coun
try is awash in gun-related murders,
NRA is trying to get the Congress to
eliminate retraints on the sale and pos
session of Uzis and Mac-lOs, and you
guys run a piece about the ecstacies of

blowing equipment to pieces! I don't
care if it's legal in Georgia.

WJ.Durch
Arlington, Massachusetts

(The Morrow Owners' Review certain
ly neither condones nor criticizes the
Bullet Stop or the use/ownership of
weapons. The article merely presented
a semi-humorous,factual story about a
place that might interest computer us
ers (or, for that matter, anyone who
has ever struggled with hardware of
any kind). We try to find interesting
topicsfor the magazine, and it's not al
ways easy. Admittedly, this one was a
departure from articles about word pro
cessing or C programming, but I felt
it would be enjoyed by readers. - Ed.)

Love My MD2/MD3

Thanks to Greg Smith for sending the
new MD3 Rev. 1.1 CP/M distribution
diskette so quickly and for explaining
the use of the terminator packs, which
at first quite befuddled me. Greg's arti
cle in MOR was a pleasure to read and
the installation process of the DSDD
disk drives went without any prob
lems. That menu driven diskette sure
made things easy here. It is a pleasure
to see 384K of disk space instead of
186 K. I also installed the WestWind 1
Meg RAM card in the machine and
programs really fly! I now have a
souped up MD2/MD3, thanks to Greg
and MOR. Keep up the good work.

Wilmer Hew
Wailuku, HI



Editorial

OUf Communication Villag
es and Ma Bell

Our MOR Bulletin Board System
(BBS) - which you can reach at (415)
654-3798 - has developed into an ac
tive community. Any beginning BBS
is, at first, rather quiet. Gradually,
more people call in. Then one day the
number of users reaches a critical
mass. Suddenly, the quantity of mes
sages soars - and stays up. Another
communication village has established
itself.

Our little MOR BBS village is al
most entirely populated by MOR sub
scribers and, at the time of this writ
ing, has 167 inhabitants. That repre
sents only about four percent of all
MOR subscribers, and about one-fifth
of those who own a modem.

Surprisingly, the geographical dis
tribution of callers follows the subscri
ber demographics quite closely: 50 per
cent from the three western states and
50 percent beyond. One would think
that long distance phone charges would
discourage those far away from the San
Francisco Bay Area. But maybe those
distant callers need the BBS the most.
It is still the fastest and most success
ful way to get help when you need it.
PC Pursuit (see page 12 this issue)
helps limit the long distance phone
bills.

Each day the BBS receives about 20
calls and some 15 messages are posted.
The average duration of a call is 13
minutes. This means that the BBS is
only busy for a bit more than four
hours out of every 24. Weekdays are

slightly busier than weekends. While
calls come in at all hours, between 30
and 50 percent are placed between six
pm and midnight, with Friday night
receiving slightly more calls than any
other night.

What makes a communication vil
lage such as the MOR BBS possible?
Personal computers can't take all the
credit. They must be linked, by mo
dem, through an extensive telephone
system. Just as roads and freeways
paved the way for the enormous
amount of automobile traffic of today,
so the phone system has made possi
ble the 3000 or so BBSs in this coun
try. Weren't we lucky that phone lines
were in place and available to everyone
when the PC revolution hit?

Nonetheless, some people are
dreaming of another way to send com
puter information over long distances.
As radio amateurs use computers in
creasingly, they are actively pursuing
the use of radio for computer commu
nication. Read the articles about digital
radio service (page 15) and packet radio
(page 27). A few ham radio operators
are dreaming of nothing less than total
independence from Ma Bell and other
telephone companies. They paint vi
sions of a national network of amateur
stations that automatically transfer
message packets among each other un
til each message has reached its desti
nation. Will this come to pass?

It is a bit like the choice between
driving a car and flying a private ail
plane. To go 20 miles, you take the
car. But, if you have to cover 700

miles, it is more fun and faster, even
though more expensive, to fly your
own plane. So why don't more people
fly? Most are put off not only by the
expense but also by the time and ener
gy required to learn another skill. Only
the small number of car drivers who
actually love to fly bother to get pi
lot's licenses.

We believe that use-patterns in pri
vate electronic message traffic will
turn out to be similar. Likely the radio
hams will have increasing fun with
this new computer message medium.
But how many computer users outside
this small group will be willing to
learn the radio amateur skills? How
many wish to bother with yet another
piece of peripheral equipment? Also,
would a computer/radio amateur com
munity be able to standardize frequen
cies and protocols enough to make a
nationwide network feasible and practi
cal?

We feel that, just as private flying
supplements car traffic in a small way,
so digital radio service and packet radio
will supplement the phone-based BBS
systems. Like it or not, Ma Bell and
her competitors - with their phone
lines and their digital services of the
near future - will remain the main
medium of computer communication
for a long time to come.
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O NE of our more prolific
correspondents, Gordon
Northrup of Lee, MA,

wants a way to store the address from a
business letter and get it back the next
time he writes to the same person
without having to exit from New
Word, open a database, exit from the
database and get back into NW.
"Several public domain programs look
promising, but turn out to use a whole
[2K] file block for one address," he
adds. I think the programs Write Hand
Man and Presto, both advertised in
MOR, might do what you want. Free
Filer would let you find an address
from just the name and write it to a
file, after which you could open that
file and write your letter in it. To do
this without buying any new pro
grams, there are a couple of possibili
ties.When you write the second letter,
open the old file, delete everything be
tween the salutation and the closing,
and write your new text in between. If
you prefer to keep the old file, open a
new file, copy the old one into it, and
proceed as above. Often when I write a
letter I copy the address out as a block
to a temp file, then later copy that into
a file called "SENT" (I also include the
date, so I have a record of when I wrote
to that party). Later I can open SENT,
copy the address I want out of it, exit
with J\KQ, open the file with the ad
dress in it and write my letter around
it. None of this works well if you've
got too many letters or addresses. Any
body out there know of a public do-

We're more on our own than ever, so
if you know a solution to a problem,
don't assume someone else will write
in; there are not so many of us that
you can count on that. Whether you
have questions or answers, keep them
coming: Bill Steele, P.O. Box 782,
Ithaca, NY 14851, 607/273-2132;
Mel: WSTEELE, 254-5833.
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From the
Mailbox

by Bill Steele

main program that will really deal
with this?

Richard Rose of Petaluma,
CA has been using his MD3 with An
chor's Signalman Mark XII modem
and Telcpath-80 communications pro
gram, release 2.4. "When I moved the
system from my office to my home I
started getting garbage characters-not
just a few characters but dozens and
dozens, with beeps and Ctrl-L's and
J's, in spurts. Apparently transmission
out from the terminal was normal. It
doesn't happen all the time, and the
number called, time of day, weather,
temperature of the hardware doesn't
matter either. The modem was checked
O.K. The telephone lines were checked
at the central office and also O.K." My
money is on the phone line. Noise on
the line or very brief interruptions
would produce garbage characters. One
way to find out for sure would be to
test your phone line with someone
else's computer. I've had problems
with incoming voice calls for a couple

of months. The phone company has
"tested" three or four times without
finding anything, yet the problems are
still there. Call them again and jump
up and down a lot. If no satisfaction,
complain to the Public Service Com
mission.

Mr. Rose also asks how he can en
ter a new business name into Quest.
Quest is out of business, but as the
the Aug/Sept '86 MOR reports, sup
port has been taken over by the James
River Group, 125 N. First St., Min
neapolis, MN 55401, (612) 339-2521.

Inspired by the problem of swap
ping disks between his MD3 and his
son's Commodore 128, Dave Good
of Merritt Island, FL has rewrit
ten OSB.COM to read and write
SSDD disks. He sent along a copy of
the assembly language listing, which
I'll forward to anybody who wants it
for the usual fee-an SASE plus 60
cents to run the six pages through the
copy machine. We'll try to get it on a
FLOB. Thanks, Dave.

Arthur Sherburne of Hollis,
NH reports a problem with NULU,
the library utility, on FLOB/Aug 85.
When he tries to open a library, he

-gets "error 77, not enough memory."
He's blaming this on a lightning surge
that hit him last fall, but says all his
other software works fine. My guess is
that this is the program's way of
saying "not enough disk space."
FLOBs tend to be crowded. Try cop
ying NULU.COM and the library file
you want to open onto an empty disk
and try again.

Last time we reported Lewis
Parkhill' s problems getting his
MD3 to run a Teletext 1010 printer.
Turned out the printer was running at
9600 baud but the computer was send
ing at a slower rate. Running SETUP
cured the problem. General principle:
using DIP switches to set the baud rate
on a printer (or terminal or any other



10 REM BLANK SCREEN PROGRAM
20 B$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(46)+CHR$(49)+CHR$(27)+CHR$(43)
22 U$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(46)+CHR$(50)
25 PRINT B$
30 K$=INKEY$
40 IF K$='"' THEN 30
50 PRINTU$
55 SYSTEM
60 END Figure 1

peripheral) isn't enough. You always
have to set the baud rate at both ends
of the link.

Roslyn Lian writes all the way
from Australia, "I have discovered it
is not possible to insert control cha
racters as part of a correction while
running Correct-It. The checker will
not recognize words that have control
characters in them. [Therefore] foreign
language words cannot be entered in
the dictionary." There's no solution for
this; it's just a limitation of Correct-It.
The question is, does anyone know of
a spelling checker that will handle the
combinations of letters and control
characters we get when printing for
eign language words (e.g., pinI\H-ata)
in WordStar and NewWord? I would
think MicroPro's own, SpellStar,
should do it, but since I've never used
it I don't know.

Ms. Lian also passes on a tip: in
NewWord's MailMerge, "if a request
for data using the dot command .av is
very lengthy, there is not much space
left on the screen to enter the data. If
the data is also lengthy the cursor will
jump off the screen and the program
will jump back to CP/M." In other
words, one screcn seems to be the lim
it.

Gerald Merryman of Ash
land, OR writes in with a problem
that sounds familiar. His Brother M
1709, which is supposed to emulate an
Epson FX, won't work with NewWord
installed for Epson. After a ".cwl0"
command for 12 cpi printing it switch
es to 17 cpi, "and the print head dances
back and forth energetically." This
sounds a lot like a problem with Ge
mini printcrs we discussed in this col
umn in MOR Vol. 3, #1 and #2. But
if Ann Landers can do reruns, why
can't we? The dancing is caused by the
printer switching to graphics mode to
do microjustification, and the answer
is to turn microjustification OFF, ei
ther with the dot command" .ujoff' or
by reinstalling NW to come up with it
off. No one reported getting the wrong
size print, but did have page offset
problems when switching print size;

that was solved by reissuing a page
offset command after the character
width change. You might try using the
I\PA (alternate pitch) command instead
of ".cw" to change width, making sure
that the correct codes are patched into
that command's slot in NW-Iook up
the escape codes in your printer manu
al, then patch them in through the
"Special Patches" menu of NWIN
STAL. One other thing to check is the
setting of the DIP switches on· the
printer, which establish which size it
regards as default and which as alter
nate.

Glenn Ellenbogen of New
York City has some hard disk ques
tions and a warning. "I have heard it
said that if you're going to leave your
computer for an hour or so, don't both
er shutting it off, as this only causes
greater wear and tear. Wouldn't it make
sense to put the computer in PARK,
in case there's a power failure? And
how do you get the computer out of
PARK when you come back? My
guess would be to hit reset." Correct.
In fact, when you run PARK you
should get a message telling you that.
See previous issues for discussions on

the relative merits of turning the com
puter off; the consensus seems to be
that for two hours you probably
should leave it on.

Mr. Ellenbogen also reports that
once he turned off his computer, then
remembered something he hadn't done
and quickly turned it on again. "There
was a crackle, a poof of smoke, and

. the machine was dead; the power sup
ply had blown. The repairman in
formed me that one of the cardinal

rules is, NEVER TURN A HARD
DISK ON UNTIL SEVERAL MIN
UTES AFTER IT HAS BEEN OFF.
Nowhere had I heard a warning about
this." Our own Greg Smith says, "It's
not supposed to happen, but I've heard
of it," and "Always do what the repair
man says."

Finally, Mr. Ellenbogen finds that
BACKFIELD puts extraneous charact
ers into Pearl files. This is probably a
very early version of BACKFIELD;
the MOR office has been using the lat
est version with no trouble. You can
order the new version from MOR for
$12 and your old distribution diskette.

Speaking of leaving the computer
turned on, I get inquiries every so of
tcn from MDT-50 owners who envy
the automatic screen blanking feature
of the MDT-60 and MT-70 terminals.
(For those who haven't thought of it,
you don't want to leave your terminal
on for a long time with the same
display, or the letters could be
"burned" into the face of the tube.)
Here's an only partially satisfactory so
lution. The following MBASIC pro
gram will blank the screen until you
press any key. (Fig. 1)

Disadvantages: 1) The overhead of
having MBASIC.COM on one drive.
If you have a compiled language like
Turbo Pascal, rewrite this and compile
it down to a COM program. 2) You
can't run it from inside another pro
gram, except from the "R" option of
WS or NW. Maybe someone out there
will write us a memory resident ver
sion. I believe Presto, mentioned
above, also contains a screen-blanking
feature. D
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I very much appreciate all the let
ters I've been getting with the
large number of excellent sugges

tions. This is the stuff of which real
communication is made and makes be
ing involved in this Z- adventure such
a joy. Please continue to send mail to
the MaR office and phone calls to my
home. Something as delightful as Z
System as life in general feels best
when done with the support of a con
cerned, vital, passionate and enthusias
tic community, and that is what we are
building here. Whether by BBS, phone
network, or mail, staying in touch
with and learning from others funda
mentally enhances the pleasure and
meaning of the entire computing ex
perience. Communication and under
standing, remember, were the great
promises of the computer revolution.
Let's work to make that a reality and
take it away from those who would
use computers primarily as a tool in
their plans for military armament as
they bring us closer and closer to glo
bal holocaust.

One of the odds and ends culled
from discussions on the MaR BBS
was a question about error handlers.
Error handlers are a little used but
very powerful Z-System feature. If

Rick Charnes bought his MD-2
many years ago when he thought of
himself primarily as a writer. Now a
self-admitted fledgling technical type,
his computer has turned from tool to
toy. His immense love affair with
ZCPR3 leaves some occasional time
for mundane things like work. He is
president ofBAMDUA.
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Forever Z
By Rick Charnes

you're a less than perfect typist and are
tired of CP/M's "????" response when
you type something it finds incompre
hensible, then error handlers are for
you. When an error handler is
"installed" in your system and ZCPR3
cannot understand what you've typed
in, you're then in the words of Jerry
Maloney, error handler enthusiast in
Boston ,"given a second chance." Sim
ply correct your typing error, hit
<CR>, and your command line is run
again. I'm not aware of anything com
parable to this in the MS-DOS world.

This may not seem so important
for those used to CP/M 2.2 with
which only a single command may be
typed on anyone line. Remember,
however, that in ZCPR3 many com
mands may be strung together, separat
ed by a semicolon. I take advantage of
this feature as often as I can. If you
have a series of commands to run that
you don't use very often and therefore
for which an alias is not appropriate,
simply type them all together at the
ZCPR3 prompt. This can be very en
joyable and can save a lot of time es
pecially on floppy systems. Rather
than sitting staring at the screen while

I am waiting for the results of one
command before I can run the next, I
often try to anticipate my next several
moves and type in as many commands
as I can foresee into the future. For
instance, if I'm cleaning up my disk
and then want to rename a file before
working on it I can easily find myself
doing something like:

ERASE *.BAK,MARY.LTR;REN
JOE.LTR=JOE;NW JOE.LTR

This may look difficult and confus
ing but if you study it you'll see it's
quite straightforward and is a real time
saver. You may find it an enjoyable
challenge to discipline yourself enough
to anticipate and plan out your next
few commands. In this example we
take advantage of a capability of many
ZCPR3 but not CP/M utilities, that
of accepting a file list parameter.
Here, ERASE.COM is given a param
eter of:

"*.BAK,MARY.LTR"

... a list of two files, one ambi
guous and one unambiguous, separated
by a comma. A quick browse through
ZCPR3: The Manual will reveal that a
dozen or two utilities have this ability.
After ZCPR3 has erased these, JOE is
renamed to JOE.LTR and then loaded
in with NewWord. It's our multiple
command line feature that permits us
to do this.

But to my point: with long com
mand lines such as these typing mis
takes happen rather easily! Enter error



handlers. The most common error han
dler is VERROR, for Video ERROR.
To install VERROR, simply type
"VERROR<CR>". From then on
VERROR is "installed." From then
on, anytime you make a mistake, or
anytime any of your VFILER or other
macros contain a mistake, your error
handler is invoked. You are then put
into a one-line Wordstar-like editor
within which you can then use all the
familiar cursor motion commands to
correct your input anywhere on your
command line. When finished, simply
hit <CR> and your command(s) are
sent out again.

One warning, though: With
ZCPR3.0 you cannot be running an
extended command processor such as
ARUNZ if at the same time you have
an error handler installed. With the
new ZCPR3.3 this problem is reme
died.

By the way, if you're feeling that
you never manually string a series of
commands together on the command
line and can't imagine why you would
ever want to do so, here's an easy one
to start out with in order to see how
much time you can actually save. Sup
pose you're on one directory and want
to log on to another, do a disk directo
ry, and then perform various opera
tions from there. If you're on AO: and
want to work on BO:, without ZCPR3
you would type "BO:<CR>", wait for
the system to log you in, then "DIR",
etc. Instead, try simply
"BO:;DIR<CR>". Why complicate
matters with an extra carriage return
and a wait, when you could be having
fun watching the computer do all the
work for you?

I can hardly believe I've let three
columns come and go without a men
tion of the famous "POKE 'N' GO"
technique. This is one of the very ni
cest features of Z-System, something
that you easily run the risk of taking
for granted. It's especially useful for
saving disk space on floppy systems.
Suppose you normally run WordStar
or NewWord in single space mode and

a right margin of 65, but occasionally
use double spacing and a right margin
of 78. You are tired of having to re
member to manually type in your
"AOS" to change the spacing, set your
new ruler line with "AOR", and finally
put in your APA code to change the
printer pitch to 12. I always end up
forgetting to do this when using set
tings other than my default and find it
extremely frustrating. One solution of
course is to make a completely new
WS.COM or NW.COM disk file with
these new settings, but with disk space
precious this is silly. With Z-System's .
alias-making capability there is an
easy solution.

Let's take the above situation and
see how we can handle it with
ZCPR3. The first step is to find the
exact patch points in our *.COM file
where the values for line spacing and
right margin are held. This is done
with NewWord by extracting the infor
mation from the relevant section in the
"patch menus" in NWINSTAL.COM,
and with WordStar from one of the
many public domain docs providing
this kind of information. To set New
Word 2.16 to the above values we find
that 0762h should be set to 02, 0713h
to 4e (4eh=78 decimal) for the ruler
line, and lastly both 0721h and 0723h
should be changed to OA to modify the
standard printer pitch from 10 to 12.

Now for the beautiful part. Make
either a free-standing alias using our
trusty VALIAS or BALlAS or my pre
ferred method an entry in your
ARUNZ.CMD, as follows:

GET 100 NW.COM
POKE 0762 02
POKE 0713 4E
POKE 0721 OA
POKE 0723 OA
GO$l

With ARUNZjALIAS.CMD all
this is strung together on a single line
separated by semicolons, beginning
with its name. I have called mine
NW78. Here's what happens: in Z-

System we have a memory- resident
GET command. GET is one of those
seemingly arcane features that really
performs when called on. It will load
the file given as its second parameter
at the location in memory given as its
first parameter, but witlwut running it..
We here 10adNW.COM at 100 hex,
the spot in memory where all COM
files load when they run. But here it
doesn't actually run; it simply is sus
pended there, awaiting further instruc
tions. Now we use ZCPR3's resident
POKE command, which CP/M also
lacks. "POKE 0762 02" will insert the
hex value 02 at memory location
0762. Since we have loaded NW.COM
into memory we are in effect patching
NW! Then GO is the final memory
resident command used in our holy
Trinity. GO takes whatever is sitting
there at 100 hex and runs it, and the
"$1" is of course the name of our file
to be edited.

Suppose we wanted to work on our
file JOE.LTR. At the ZCPR3 com-

. mand line we simply type "NW78
JOE.LTR<CR>" and sit back and
watch. Our command processor gives
us a pleasingYisual display of all this
POKE-ing, NewWord loads, and we
find ourselves in JOE.LTR, double
spaced, margin set to 78.

You can have as many of these
POKE 'N' GO aliases as you like, set
ting your word processor to as many
default values as you like. Disk space
used for all this sophistication? If
entered as an entry inside your
ALIAS.CMD, Ok.

A couple of notes inspired by let
ters I have received: the Morrow
KEY.COM will not work with the
hard disk Z-System. The Morrow
BIOS was reworked much more funda
mentally than the floppy version in or
der to Z-ify it. A decision was made in
its development that the amount of
space KEY.COM took up in the BIOS
was not justified by what it did, that
this space was more important used
elsewhere. Backgrounder II, which has
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an extensive key redefinition-capabili
ty, or Echelon's NUKEY are the pro
grams of choice for hard disk users.

Some confusion has developed
about the public directory feature. The
best way to learn about it is with the
PUBLIC.HLP file on the Z-System
disk. If you're logged onto the same
drive but a different user area than your
public directory, DO NOT create a file
with the same name as a file on the
public directory. Z- System will as
sume you are working on the public
file and will make any changes to it
that you make to your file, such as de
letion, etc.

Another caution: declaring a directo
ry public in Z-System works only for
all user areas on that drive. In other
words, if you are logged onto D6: and
your public directory is AI:, every
thing that goes on in your A: drive
will have access to the files in AI:,
but do not expect your files in AI: to
have anything significant to say to op
erations running on your D: drive.
However, there is one "out" here: in
their search for overlays, a small num
ber of programs, most notably Word
Star, have enough smarts to check also
on drive A: of whatever user number
you're logged into if they don't find
them on the current drive/user. So in
our case putting the WordStar overlays
into a public directory on the A: drive
will do an yeoman's job of servicing
your entire system. Other programs,
however, such as Correct-It and Super
Calc as I mentioned last time, do not
perform this "search on A:" operation
and must be dealt with otherwise. Very
briefly, an alias should be set up in
which the very fIrst command logs on
to drive A: of the currently logged user
area. Then the source file is accessed
from drive A:. I have created a number
of aliases that are available on the
MOR BBS that deal with this prob
lem.

I'd like to emphasize how much
easier and quicker the utility VFILER
makes running your entire computer
operation, in the time it saves lost to
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typing errors. Without VFILER, if
you have incorrectly typed the name of
a file to be edited, for instance, time is
wasted retyping your command line.
With VFILER and the macros you
have written, simply position the
pointer on your target file, and hit the
macro number or letter. "Point and
shoot," as Ted Silveira very appropri
ately calls it. Nothing could be sim
pler.

One final comment about VFILER.
The command recall and editing pro
gram HSH will not and cannot be
made to work when running programs
from its "z" option.

As I write (early June) ZCPR3,3
has been released, written by the ex
traordinarily prolific Jay Sage of Bos
ton. One of the features I like best
about it is its incredible flow control
package, with more "IF options" than
one could possibly imagine. In addi
tion to the "IF INPUT", "IF EXIST,"
"IF NULL," etc. that we've all come
to use and love, it is now possible to
test if a file is compressed (squeezed or
crunched), ambiguous (wild cards
present in the name), and for the pres
ence of any of the three file attributes:
system, read-only, and archived. We
now welcome IF COMPR, IF AM
BIG, IF SYS, IF RO, and IF ARC to
an already packed Pantheon of condi
tionals. Additionally, we now have
two entirely new commands related to
"IF": "AND" and "OR." As an exam
ple of their use, Z-System aliases are
traditionally set up so that help mes
sages will display if the user enters the
command with either a "If' parameter
or no parameter at all. To create an
ARUNZ entry for our by-now classic
"COpy" alias to do this our line used
to have to read:

COpy IF 11=$I;ECHO SYNTAX:
"COpy [SOURCE]
[DESTINATION]<CR>";
ELSE;IF NU $1;ECHO SYNTAX:
"COpy [SOURCE]
[DESTINATION]<CR>";
ELSE;CP $2=$I;FI;FI

Whew! How boring. Now we need
only enter:

COPY IF 11=$I;OR NU $1;
ECHO SYNTAX: "COpy [SOURCE]
[DESTINATION]<CR>"
ELSE;CP $2=$I;FI

One other feature of ZCPR3.3 for
which alone I would want it is its
memory-resident ECHO command. It
can finally display lower case charac
ters. I've always felt the upper-case on
ly ECHO-ing looked silly and infan- .
tile; we now have the capability to
make professional-looking displays,
status reporting messages, etc.- a very
important part of every fully-utilized
Z-System.

ContactMOR for the terms of a
ZCPR3.3 upgrade.

By the way, I recommend that you
start writing aliases with either VALI
AS or BALlAS (or, of course, as I
will never fail to suggest, ARUNZ). I
recommend you not even touch
ALIAS.COM; this program is very
much outdated.

More news on the Z280 front. I
just learned of this a few days ago and
know very little about it, but there is a
company by the name ofZedux in Van
Nuys, California that apparently man
ufactures a generic Z280 add-on board.
And as if that weren't enough to get
the adrenaline going, the real shocker
to me came as I browsed through their
documentation: they have a genuinely
multi-tasking operating system already
written for it as well. I know nothing
more than what I've read, and merely
pass on the information to you. I im
mediately sent them off a missive re
questing more information and a possi
ble Morrow beta-test, but for those
whose interest is as piqued as mine
their address is 14402 Hamlin Ave.,
Suite #C, Van Nuys, CA 91401, tele
phone (818) 787-0113. This could be a
real gold mine.

I hope your summer is going well.
Z you next time... II



TURBO XT with 10 MB Hdisk Complete $799

TURBO AT with 1.2MB Floppy $1299

XT Turbo 4.77/8 MHz 640K MB with 256K RAM, SuperCalc2, NewWord2

One 360K Floppy, 10 MB Hdisk, 12" Amber/Green Monitor with Mono adapter

AT Style Keyboard, 1,Serial/1 Parallel/Game/Battery Clock, 150 W Power $799

- 20 MB XT Turbo $995 - 6/10MHZ Selectable AT with:
- 30 MB XT Turbo $1095 - 512K RAM expandable to 1MB
- 45 MB XT Turbo $1250 - Dual Floppy/HardDisk CTL + 1.2MB Driv
- 60MB XT Turbo $1450 - SuperCalc 2 and Newword 2
- For 14" Monitor - Add $75 - Serial/Parallel & Game Ports
- For Full 640K RAM - Add $75 - IBM 5339 Style Keyboard
- 80*56 mode Display - Add $49 - 200 W Power Supply
- NEC V20 & RUN/CPM - Add $49 - Mono Adapter & 12" monitor
- AT 5339 Keyboard - Add $49 - Reset Switch only $1299

Hard Disk Kits:
10 MByte 85MS HardDisk complete $219
20 MByte 65MS HardDisk complete $299
30 MByte 65MS HardDisk complete $399
45 MByte 55MS HardDisk complete $589
60 MByte 55MS HardDisk complete $795

Bare Hdisks for AT's:
10 MByte 80MS HardDisk
20 MByte 65MS HardDisk '
32 MByte 40MS HardDisk
45 MByte 25MS HardDisk
80 MByte 28MS HardDisk

$189
$269
$589
$699

$1195

FOR COLOR SYSTEMS ADD:
CGA Color - HI RES 14" monitor, 640x200 or 320x200 pixels, fine line character set $300
"EGA Color - NEC multi-sync monitor, 650x350 pixels EGA/CGA/MGA/Hercules/IBM compatible$629

uimax EGA CGA monitor 650x350 ixels EGA CGA MGA Hercules com atible $450

WestWind interface (card and software to'connect Trantor HardDisk to XT/AT)

ALSO AVAILABLE:
5 Mhz Z80 card with RUN/CPM software
Second Serial port
EGAPAINT by RIX Software
MS-DOS 3.2

Omnitel internal modems:

300/1200 Baud modem . . .

$165
$29
$79
$69

$109

360K Floppy Drive
60 Mb tape backup with software
LogiMouse for XT or AT
SUPERCALC4 UPGRADE

300/1200/2400 Baud modem.

$89
$995

$89
$149

$209

$150

415-489-5566

15 DA Y MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE!
1 FULL YEAR

WARRANTY

WestWind
Computer

33447 Western Avenue
Union City, CA 94587

ALL SYSTEMS CUSTOM
ASSEMBLED.

INTEGRA TED. and
TESTED
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PROBABLY the most frequent
class of question I get asked
normally boils down to soft-

ware installation. "How do I get my
SuperBlivit3 program to clear the
screen with a CLS command" or "Why
doesn't my printer change colors when
I give it a APY from WordStar" are
typical questions of this category.

Speaking of questions, I need some
vital information if I am going to try
and answer your questions. The big
gest thing I need to know is what
model MD you are using. I also need
to know what ROM and BIOS ver
sions you are using. When you first
turn the computer on you will get a
message that tells you the ROM revi
sion. After the memory test you. will
get a CP/M sign-on that identifies the
CP/M version number (2.2 or 3.0) and
then the revision number which is the
BIOS revision. If you are asking ques
tions that relate to the terminal, printer
or modem I need to know the manufac
turer and model and, in the case of
printers, whether you are using serial
or parallel interface. As far as software,
the same thing goes. A lot of the ques
tions about NewWord, for instance,
could be traced to the fact that you
aren't using version 1.32 or 2.17.
There were a lot of buggy versions

Send your questions and comments to
Mike Allen at 400J Summer Wind
Way, Glen Burnie, MD 21061.
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Tools for
Tyros

by Mike Allen

that got out.

What is software installation and
why do we need to do it? Well, that's a
fair enough question. As I mentioned
earlier CP/M went a long way to
insure that software could run on many
different machines. However there was
no standardization of peripherals. Dif
ferent terminals can do different things
as can different printers. Also the num
ber and storage ability of disk drives
vary from machine to machine.

Rather than try to make software
that could take all these variables into
account (which would probably make a
HUGE program if it could even be
done) software manufacturers took two
different approaches. Programs like
MBASIC assume that terminals and
printers can do no fancy things and
hence don't try. Other programs like
NewWord allow you to tell the pro
gram what your printer and terminal
can do. This is called installation and

is normally only done once (when you
get the program) unless you change
something.

The advantage to non-installed soft
ware is that it is ready to go as soon as
you run it however it won't take ad
vantage of all the neat things your
printer or terminal can do. Installed
software takes advantage of the features
of your terminal and printer. That
means, for instance, that underlined
text shows up underlined on your ter
minal when using NewWord version
2.xx. You can use the italics capabili
ty of your printer.

Many software manufacturers also
allow you to tailor the software to
your own particular tastes. Most word
processors allow you to set up what
level of menu to use, whether to be in
the document or non-document mode,
etc.

There are basically three methods to
install a program. The easiest to use is
actually a separate program that gives
you a bunch of menus and choices.
Then it will modify the actual program
for you. NewWord, WordStar, Super
Calc and LogiCalc are like this. Their
installation programs are NWINSTAL,
INSTWS, INSTALL and LCSET.
These programs are well documented
within the manual that applies to the
particular program. The secret to using
them is planning.

The second method also uses an in
stallation program, but instead of be-



ing menu driven it gets its inputs from
a pre-prepared data file. Personal Pearl
is of this type. Its installation program
is called WELCOME and the data file
is called INSTALL.DAT. To install
this type of a program you need to edit
the data file using a word processor in
the non-document mode. Again the se
cret is planning.

The third method requires making
actual changes to the program using a
program supplied with CPM, DDT (or
SID with CPM 3.0). This is not a job
for a beginner, but it can be done with
patience and planning.

Morrow realized that installation
was a messy task at best and one that
the novice user may not be up to.
Some soul (bless his pointy little
head) decided to automate this process
for us. This was done when you first
turned your MD on and it ran a pro
gram called INIT. If you remember
back that far the program asked you
how many disk drives you had, what
type terminal and what kind of printer
and whether it was parallel or serial. It
then proceeded to run the installation
programs for all the supplied software.

There are just a few reasons that we
should need to run the installation pro
gram for our software. The most obvi
ous one is that you've gotten a new or
upgraded piece of software. Another is
that you've changed some hardware,
like getting a new printer. Finally you
might decide that the present installa
tion is not quite suited to your purpos
es. For instance you might want New
Word to come up with the insert tog
gle turned off. If you fit any of these
categories by all means re- install your
software, but PLAN IT OUT FIRST!

I guess by now the message of this
column is obvious; plan, plan, plan.
The people who gave you NewWord
think it important enough that they
gave you forms in the manual that you
could fill out ahead of time.

The first thing to do is read the sec··
tion in the software manual about in
stallation. It may be hidden in some
obscure appendix, but it is probably

there somewhere. NewWord gives you
an entire section called Nuts & Bolts
as well as appendix B of the NewWord
Encyclopedia. Personal Pearl hides it
in appendix C of the Reference Manu
al. SuperCalc puts it in appendix C of
the User's Guide. LogiCalc is in ap
pendix B of the User's Manual. I don't
have WordStar, so I don't know where
it hides there, but I'm sure it is there
somewhere. Borland, (bless 'em) puts a
quickie instruction right up front in
Turbo Pascal (page 12) and then gives
a very good discussion in appendix L.

The next thing you have to do is
decide what you want to do. If you are
installing for a terminal, see if it lists
your terminal in the choices. If not,
try an ADM-31 and if that doesn't
work, try an ADM-3A. The exception
to this is a NewWord 2.xx upgrade.
Do NOT change the terminal installa
tion since it has been customized for
Morrow MDT-60/70 terminals so that
underlining and bold print will show
on the screen.

Printers are a little messier. New
Word gives you a menu of printers to
choose from. If your printer isn't on
the menu, check your printer manual
and see if it acts like (emulates) some
other printer. Your dealer may be able
to tell you, but don't count on it. With
NewWord you can always drop back to
the DRAFT or SIMPLE printer, but
you loose so many goodies that way.

Other programs, like WordS tar,
don't have specific printers supported
but expect you to 'patch' the program
from the installation program. This is
much like using DDT. Patching and
the use of DDT for patching will be
next issue's column.

No matter how you look at it, the
secret is to plan out what you want to
do. If you are installing for a printer or
a terminal read the manual on the
printer and manual and see if it will do
what you want it to. No need to try
and install italics for your printer if it
can't do it. See if your program sup
ports your terminal or printer by
name. If it doesn't, try and find out if

your device acts like one of the devices
it does support. Finally become famil
iar with what you can do with the in
stallation program. This might take
some digging but the information is
there somewhere! (Maybe)

Now I know people are going to
say 'all he's told me to do is read! I
wanted to know how.' That is true. It
would be impossible for me to cover
all the different permutations and com
binations of hardware and software that
is out there. I could go into a step-by
step description of how to install New
Word 2.16 on a 4 drive MD-3 with 3.1
ROM and bios, a MDT-60 terminal
and an Epson MX-80 with Graftrax+
(my system) but how many people
would that actually help. Even if there
were bunches of people out there with
my same system, no two of us could
probably agree on how we wanted
NewWord installed.

The bottom line is that you will
have to try a few times yourself before
you start to feel comfortable with the
installation method. By doing it your
self (with help when you hit a serious
snag) you will learn a lot and be pre
pared for the next time you want to in
stall some software. The only thing to
remember is work on a copy. You
might screw something up, but if you
do it on a copy, who cares? Also by
digging through the manual you might
discover wondrous things that you
didn't know.

When you hit snags, ask people. If
there are no Morrow people you can
tap locally, there is always MaR. If
you have a modem and a modem pro
gram running call the MaR BBS.
There are lots of smart people who are
more than willing to help. You can al
ways write MaR or any of the colum
nists. (A SASE is appreciated.)

Having said all this let me add that
if there is sufficient interest displayed,
I will be glad to go through any spe
cific installation programs (that I have)
in a future column. Just let me and/or
MaR know. See y'all in a couple of
months. jg
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Telenet's PC Pursuit
Big Business Telecommunications Reaches the Consumer

By Jim Bottom

T HE information revolution
got new artillery when Tele

,/ net's PC Pursuit came on line
less than two years ago.

The flat-fee, packet-switching tele
communications system for personal
computer users is bringing the revolu
tion home, offering affordable means
to reach electronic bulletin boards and
on-line information services from the
comfort of one's Morrow, IBM, clone
or Kaypro. The significance of home
information retrieval might go unno
ticed for the present as the Telenet tod
dler grows out of its infancy. And, a
Federal Communications Commission
proposal to add as much as $5 an hour
in access charges to computer-based
services next year threatens to place
the revolution back in the exclusive
hands of business. In the meantime,
those growing numbers of PC users
who have discovered this cheap, alter
native hook-up to the outside world are
themselves hooked. Let's face it. Few
services in our dubious "service econo
my" actually cost less the more you
use them. PC Pursuit does. And,
though far from perfect, telecommuni
cating is just plain fun as well as func
tional.

For a $25 start-up fee and $25 per
month billed to a Visa or MasterCard
charge card, PCP users have 24-hour
access - though the flat fee covers

Jim Bottom is a science writer and
free-lance journalist with a background
in advertising, public relations, photo
journalism and now, with three CP/M
compatible machines, computing. He
lives in Salem, Oregon.
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only evening and nighttime hours 
to 25 major cities through more than
450 local access phone numbers. That
means you can reach big-city bulletin
boards and computer information ex
changes locally from such well-known
burgs as Deadhorse, Alaska and King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania.

And the list is growing."We just
expanded into eleven cities, so I don't
think we'll be expanding any more this
year - though I can't guarantee that
either," says Beth Kirkwood, telemar
keting representative at Telenet's Res
ton, Virginia headquarters. Kirkwood
says Telenet's primary business isn't
serving weekend hackers. The reason
the rates can be offered so cheaply, she
says, is because the public data net
work is already in place, used during
peak business hours by major main
frame operators. PC Pursuit is de
signed to go on line when businesses
shut down for the day.

That doesn't mean you can't use PC
Pursuit during the day for your own
small business. For a reduced fee over
what normal prime-time telephone us
age costs, or $10 to $14 an hour, you
can have access to the same packet
switching as the "biggies" of Wall
Street.

What is packet switching? It's a in
terconnected system used daily by hun
dreds of companies operating central
ized computer systems linked to
branch offices, like those bank branch
es in your own home town. These
businesses use a local node or connec
tion point that's hooked into a special
long-distance network. The branch of
fice calls a local number that passes
the call through one node of the pack"'

et-switching network to another to
reach the firms central computer.

How does it work for the PC user?
Registered users call a special local ac
cess number, if available, using a mo
dem, and of course their Morrow,
IBM, clone or Kaypro. According to
Kirkwood, many living outside the lo
cal area of an access number can still
keep their computer's telephone bill
below the national debt level using PC
Pursuit. She says in many case the
long distance charge to the access
number should be offset by the reduced
packet-switching system rates.

When you are connected to the local
node's modem for the first time, things
can be a bit confusing. A couple or
three carriage returns, brings forth a
prompt where the user enters his or her
PCP access code, the area code being
called, password and transmission baud
rate. Following this the user enters the
number of the bulletin board being
called. There are many digits to dial,
unfortunately, and PC Pursuit is any
thing but forgiving. Make one key
board error and you must start the en
tire process over again - and again.

Fortunately, in the true tradition of
PC hacking, there are already several
excellent programs available that auto
mate the entire process, even to con
tinually redialing "busy" numbers.
One of the best of these is a program
called PCPIMP, which is not a mo
dem program, but a auto-dialing pro
gram to be used with IMP, MEX, or
other modem software.

PC Pursuit does have some serious
limitations. It's own growing popular
ity is one. As more users join the in
formation revolution armed with PCP,

Continued on page 14
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is Worth
Phone Bills

PC Pursuit
Its Weight in

By Jon Koerner

P c PURSUIT is a service of
fered by Telenet for personal
computer owners who fre-

quently communicate long distance
with bulletin board systems (BBSs)
and remote computers (RCP/Ms). If
you, as I do, frequently connect with
the MOR or BAMDUA (or other)
BBSs from across the country, using
either AT&T or some alternate long
distance telephone service provider,
you have probably found that your
phone bills increased at a remarkable
rate as you became more "addicted" to
the capabilities of computer communi
cation. I was often spending $50 to
$75 per month for long distance
"BBSing." Thanks to PC Pursuit, I
now spend only $25 per month for vir
tually unlimited long distance comput
er communication.

Further information on PC Pursuit
(PCP) is available through their own
toll- free BBS (800-835-3001, or 703
689-2987 in Virginia), although you
will often find it busy. You can get
further information, and also sign up
for the service, by calling a PC Pur
suit representative at 800-835-3638
(703- 689-5700 in Virginia). I will
provide a brief summary here to ac
quaint you with the basics so you can
decide whether this service might be
beneficial to you.

The cost of the service is a one
time $25 registration fee, plus $25 per
month thereafter (whether you use it or
not). There is a local phone number in
most major cities in the U.S., which
you call to initiate connection with

your desired BBS. That local Telenet
number routes your call (over dedicat
ed, relatively noise-free lines), to your
destination city ("node"). There are cur
rently 25 PCP "node" cities (a node is
a city, or area code, where PCP has
equipment to receive your call and
route it to a local BBS). These 25 cit
ies (and the number is expanding) pres
ently include: Atlanta, Boston, Chica
go, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, De
troit, Glendale, Houston, Los Angeles,
Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Ne
wark, New York, Philadelphia, Phoe
nix, Portland, Research Triangle Park,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco, San
Jose, Seattle, Tampa, and Washington,
D.C.

I signed on with PCP in late Febru
ary, and for the first three months
wasn't happy with it because the 415
(San Francisco) area code "node" was
usually busy. That is, this node,
which allows only so many callers
through simultaneously, was usually
full. I complained to PCP Customer
Service several times about it, and
they then expanded the node's capacity.
Even after they had done so, it didn't
seem to help. I would call multiple
times per night, even up to 4:00 AM
or so, and find it busy. And the log on
procedure is time consuming, only to
then find you can't get in. So I was
paying $25 per month for basically
nothing. I did connect a few times, but
not as often as I would have liked.

Then, in May, I downloaded a pub
lic domain program from BAMDUA

called PCPIMP (this works with my
favored modem program, IMP; there is
also a version for MEX users). This
automates the log on process, and will
do continuous tries until the node frees
up and you connect. The 415 node, as
always, is usually busy on my first at
tempt, but it then continues retrying
until it connects. This can take any
where from 1 to 150 retries
(approximately 3-6 per minute). So I
just do something else that doesn't re
quire the computer (it is tied up) in the
meantime.

Conclusion: With PCPIMP, PC
Pursuit is worth the bucks. It is not
perfect, but it is worth the $25-50 sav
ings I'm getting and actually I'm sav
ing more than that, because now I'm
calling in more than before, when I
was paying AT&T. I cannot speak
about the 24 other "nodes" that you
can connect with through PCP: I don't
call NY, DC, Chicago, etc. (However,
I have been told that the San Francisco
415 node is the busiest one, so this
may not be as much of a problem with
calls to BBSs elsewhere.) I do plan,
however, when I have a bit more free
time, to explore BBSs elsewhere, now
that it is not so costly to me. The
most important thing for me is con
necting with BAMDUA and MOR,
they are my life-support system with
the Morrow, and PCP has helped me
stay in close touch with them. I would
recommend PCP to any BBSer who is
consistently spending over $25 per
month on BBSing. Good luck.
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more favorite bulletin boards like
MOR BBS are becoming harder to
connect to.

You can't monitor your calls with a
speaker because the call is really going
through several modems, your own
modem not being directly connected.
Therefore, you can't hear the recorded
announcement telling you a number
has been disconnected or changed.
While PCP will tell the user "busy"
when the call can't be connected, you
have no way of knowing if the destina
tion modem is even on line. (There are
ways around this using the PCP Ra
cal-Vadic command set instead of the
Hayes commands, but this takes a
little experience.) A constant "busy"
from PCP could also mean the BBS
you are calling is not within one of
the 25 PCP city areas.

Also, packet switching effectively
reduces the speed of telecomputing,
particularly to busy node areas like
San Francisco, the Morrow Mecca.

While you may be sending or receiv
ing data at 1200 bits per second, the
effective transmission rate may be
nearly half that speed. That's important
to callers to those bulletin boards that
have tight time limitations. Some file
transfers may take up that entire peri
od.

User support from Telenet is still
somewhat lacking, though there are
toll-free numbers for registration and
information (1-800-TELENET), cus
tomer service (1-800-336-0437), on
line guide for users (1-800-835-3001).
After all, the service is, at this point,
still only a stepchild to Telenet's busi
ness data network. A user bulletin
board called Net Exchange (703-689
3561, or for customers by typing
"PURSUIT," your user ID and pass
word at the TelenetjPCP prompt.) pro
vides user-to-user support.

"That's for our users to be able to
access in case they have uploading and

downloading problems," says Kirk
wood. "They can talk to others that are
using that same type of software pack
age. There's so many packages out
there, there's no way we could keep
knowledgeable about them all." She
confirms Telenet is producing a not
so-regular subscriber newsletter that
updates the list of telephone exchanges
available and added services.

In spite of drawbacks and concerns
for its future, there's no doubt that PC
Pursuit has opened up a world of infor
mation to computer hobbyists, in
home workers and serious, at-home da
ta freaks. There will be many more
subscribers, too, says Kirkwood.

"You see, we're going to keep ex
panding PC Pursuit," she promises.
That's easily understood, for like Hen
ry Ford and his assembly-line model
T, PC Pursuit is responsible for bring
ing a much sought-after product to the
little guy - you and me. And that's a
revolution in itself. n

This oil on canvas painting by Joan Mocine, a legal secretary/word processor, depicts a secretary sitting at a Morrow computer wishing she were outside with

thefree-floating non-workers. She depicts herse/fin the painting as the woman ''flying''just outside the window. Mocine worksjor Oakland,Calijorflia attorney

Stephen Bedrick.
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Digital Radio Service
Radio Wave of the Future

Did You Say One Million Bits Per Second?!?

By Paul Loudon Christensen

OVER the past year or so,
many of you may have heard
of a new computer to com-

puter link under consideration by the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). You also may have heard that
this newly proposed medium was re
jected by the same. Now, in most cas
es, that would be that. But not this
time. A funny thing happened on the
way to the trash can. This, you proba
bly don't know about, so here it is:
The rest of the story!

Don's Brain Child
For the benefit of those that have

heard nothing on this subject, a little
background is in order. In October of
1985, Don Stoner of Mercer Island,
Washington, petitioned the FCC to re
allocate a portion of the radio frequen
cy spectrum for use by personal com
puter owners. He requested two mega
hertz (MHz) of the little used six meter
Ham Radio Band (52-54 MHz just be
low TV Channel 2).

Had his proposal been accepted, it
would have provided computer users

Paul Loudon Christensen is a radio
and computer experimenter and innova
tor, and publisher of the Radio Com
puting Digest.

with a no cost, license free means of
information exchange. This concept
has tremendous appeal, especially at
the end of the month when the bills
for "on-line" time start rolling in.

Don's idea, now commonly referred
to as the Public Digital Radio Service
(PDRS), is unique in many respects.
To begin with, the idea itself is noth
ing less than bold. Imagine, computer
communications with out Ma Bell?
Then there is the one million bits per
second baud rate and the automatic re
lay of data by user stations (including
yours) until it reaches the addressee. At
these speeds, the contents of an entire
disk could be transferred in less than
five seconds. Wow!

Relaying by stations would elimi
nate the need for expensive mountain
top repeaters. In order to accommodate
this high data rate, the petitioner sug
gested that the entire two megahertz be
used as one wide band channel. Each
station, or radio modems as they're of
ten called, would put out only enough
power to contact the other users clos
est to them. That way others just out
of range could use the channel at the
same time. Couple this with a carrier
s~nse collision avoidance system and
you have a fully automatic, interfer
ence free link to the outside world.

At this point some of you may be

thinking that this sounds like a local
area network (LAN). Well, right you
are! Because that is exactly what it is,
with two important differences: First it
would be wireless, and second it might
be more appropriate to call it a wide
area network. The reason for this is, as
long as there are stations within range
of one another, between yourself and
the person you wish to contact, your
data will go through. Note: You might
turn it into a LAN, for linking home
or small business computers, peripher
als, etc., by installing smaller anten
nas. Although we have not covered ev
ery aspect of this concept, it is my
hope to have given you a taste of what
may come.

Why the Feds Said NO
You'll remember that I said the

FCC has rejected this proposal. Their
primary reason: The frequency space
asked for is allocated by the Interna
tional Telecommunications Union
(lTU) for ham radio use only. Dog
gone "hams" have all the fun! But,
here is the neat part, they did say no to
the choice of spectrum but not to the
idea. In fact, they went so far as to
praise the suggestion and recommend
other frequency space where it might
be located. Now we're cooking! The
suggested frequency range is also a
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ham band (902-928 MHz.). It was just
given to them but carries little use or
interest on the part of hams. It just
may be where the masses finally gain

. access to the air waves. By the way,
the lTU has no say on this frequency
range. That's one for us.

In principal, a PDRS at these high
er frequencies would work the same as
one at the originally proposed lower
band. There would be two important
variations: Instead of one wide chan
nel, a multiple (possibly 200 of them)
channel scheme would be set up. Then
with each channel being 50 kilohertz
or less in width, a maximum speed of
19.2 kB is all that can be expected.
This is mainly due to the problems en
countered with digital communications
at the higher frequencies. Hopefully
the FCC would grant the use of more
power to make greater digital hops,
thereby offsetting the slower delivery
of your data. Another negative of us
ing this band is the greater cost of

manufacturing radio gear that will ef
fectively operate in it. None the less,
the first rigs to come off the assembly
line should run in the $500 range,
with the price coming down to about
$100 as more people get into it. At
this point the most important thing is
the submission of a new petition. The
complexities presented at this frequen
cy range require a several fold increase
in preparing a workable concept. But
fear not, for Mr. Stoner is busy prepar
ing a new proposal and expects to sub
mit it by the end of this year.

The Second Attempt
In order for this new petition to

succeed, it will require the undying
support of computer users. To support
it you will need a source of informa
tion that will keep you updated on its
progress. This writer will endeavor to
keep this and other computer related
publications PDRS bright. Still,
many may wish to have greater and

more immediate details on the subject.
If you fall into this group, please feel
free to contact ether Don Stoner or
myself. Better yet, for the cost of cop
ying, postage and handling, I'll send
you all the information that I have col
lected and written on the subject. This
package includes the original petition
as well as the follow up filings, Dan's
PDRS update letters (originally sent to
all interested parties), plus a copy of
my own Radio Computing Digest
(RCD). ReD is a monthly newsletter
"devoted to: Low cost, License-free,
Wireless Computer Communications."
As an exclusive to the readers of MOR
(because you seem like a bright bunch)
several excerpts from the premier issue
of RCD are herein offered for your en
joyment:

First Word
Communications is to this new in

formational age as transportation was
to the retiring Industrial Age. Without

Not All MD3s Are the Same

The MDls, MD2s, MD3s, and MD3Ps belong to one of two families of the
MD product line: either Rev. 1 (has no parallel port) or Rev. 2 (has a parallel
port) motherboard. To determine which group your MD belongs to, check
what your ROM Rev. is by turning on your computer and noting the second
line of text that appears. ROM Revs. 1.0 through 1.6 have Rev. 1 boards,
ROM Revs. 2.1 through 3.1 have Rev. 2 boards.

MD3P

MD3

[JOOI

The only substantial difference be
tween the MD3 and MD3P is that
the MD3P has the monitor built-in
(making it portable, in theory).
They both have two double-sided
floppy disk drives.

MD2

These MDs have either one (MDl)
or two (MD2) single-sided disk
drives. Mechanically, MDls and
MD2s are the same as MD3s except
for the number and capacity of the
floppy disk drives.

MDl

MDHD

At first glance, this MD might
look like the MD 1, however, this
MD has a hard disk drive which can
be easily identified by the small red
light in the panel to the right of the
floppy drive. This MD has many
names, although this group of
MDs is often referred to colletively
as the MD Hard Disks (MDHD).
Their names are derived from the
capacity of the hard disk, and in
clude the MD5, MDll, MD16,
MD32 and MD64. The capacity of
the hard disk, however, is the only
difference between these MDs.

Greg's Tip
By Greg Smith
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MORROW
CP/MTH SYSTEMS

QUAD DENSITY DRIVES 79
00

MDI Z OR 3 MAIN BOARD 45
00

MD5'1 1 OR 16 MAIN BOARD 199 00

MDZ'TO MD3 CONVERSION KIT 129 00

MDI ,2,OR 3 PWR SUPPLy 35::
MD5,II,OR 16 PWR SUPPLy 95

00MDT70 OR MD3P KEYBOARD 35
MD3P COMPLETE BOARD SET 104 00

SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST FREE

15 DRY
mOnEY
BRCK
TRIRL

CALL OR
WRITE FOR

A COpy

On the cover of my publication a
powerful promise is made. It reads as
follows: Radio Computing Digest
(R.C.D.) is dedicated to low cost, li
cense free, wireless computer commu
nications. Of course, there is more to
it than such a simple statement can
portray. Just the same, it does, in a
nutshell, describe what we are about.
RCD's first and foremost interest is in
helping you to assemble a radio com
puting station with the least cash out
lay. Second: We show you ways to or
ganize community wide Local Area
Networks and Radio BBS's. Finally:
RCD assists you in connecting with
other LANs in the hopes of an eventu
al national network. Just how we're
going to do this is detailed in the fol
lowing paragraphs.

RCD is also here to help organize
the power of the computerized family
behind this concept. Computer users

RCD's Purpose

CALL OUR BBS 415-261-4513

Cill for I COP'! of 15 dl'! trill nreement. IX &
frei9ht extn.Send checlc or Idd 1.90 for COD.
Price ml'! chlnn.Store Price ml.., differ.While
,upplln 18,t. No PO, term, or credit cud'

S ,.,. S OPEN
iliconYalley urplus 1Oem- 6pm

415-261-4506 CLOSED
4401 OAK PORT OAKLAND CA, 94601 SUN &MoN

!CPM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK or DIGITAL RESEARCH INC I

*MD2 '128800
*MD3. . . . . . . .. 38800

*MD5. . . . . . . .. 649 00

*MD 11. . . . . . .. 719 00

*MD 16.... : . .. 78900
* WITHOUT FRONT DRESS TRIM & NAME PLATE

SAVE ORDER WITHOUT SOFTWARE AND SAVE

EVEN 50 00 ON A FLOPPY SYSTEM

MORE 75 000N A HARD DISK SYSTEM

WE ARE SAVING THE LIMITED
REST OF OUR STOCK OUANITIESFOR REPAIR PARTS

----tREPAIR PARTSt----

In actual (real-time) conversations
(voice contacts), the wireless operation
does have its limits. Fortunately, com
puter data does not require real-time
transfer, nor does it make much use of
the human voice. For these reasons,
local and national even international
data transfer via the wireless medium
is possible with what is known as:
Packet Radio Communications.

negatives to radio communication?
For many reasons, radios will proba
bly never completely replace tele
phones. Wireless operations can't pro
vide reliable, real-time, long distance
connections. Due to seasonal, daily
and even hourly variations in radio
propagation, spur of the moment voice
contacts are limited to a few hundred
miles. In other words, for a talk with
someone across the country or around
the world, Ma Bell is hard to beat. On
the other hand, for local contacts, Ma
Bell can't compete with Mother Na
ture.

Long distance telephone costs have
never been lower. In fact, you can
count on them dropping even more,
with another battle in the communica
tions war. BUT...how about when the
competition dies? Will the new cap
tains(s) still strive to keep costs low?
Or will the present 13 cents per min
ute call to any state jump to $13 for
one across town? Telecomputing is
great. You can transfer a multitude of
data with a small wallet. Nonetheless,
your wallet must have a bulge.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if those with
a smaller bulge could acquire such
communicative power? Enter: Radio
computing...

The telephone network depends on
wires for interconnections. Wires re
quire regular maintenance and periodic
replacement. But the carrier of radio
waves is essentially maintenance-free
and never need replacing. The wireless
medium (air or space) is a product of
nature, and nature sends no bills. The
expense of wireless communications is
but a fraction of its wired counterpart.
Example: You can install a complete
Citizens Band (C.B.) radio station for
under $100. With an average of three
dollars per month for electricity, main
tenance and eventual replacement, you
come out with a substantially better
buy for your money. Alas, are there no

wagons, ships, trucks and planes, the
Industrial Revolution could not have
become the Machine Age. Without
transportation to move the products of
an industrialized society, those prod
ucts would be of little value. In a like
manner, what value is information if
you can't move it to market? If the tel
egraph, telephone, radio, television and
satellites were never invented, we
would not be in the middle of the In
formational Revolution. The captains
of the Machine Age were those with
power over transportation. Who will
be the captain(s) of the informational
society?

From Telecomputing to Ra
dio Computing
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have as much right to the air waves as
any other group. To insure this right,
we must speak out both individually
and collectively. RCD will attempt to
offer a collective voice. In addition to
the above cited principles, RCD will
present the latest information in sever
al areas:

- Changes in the proposed Public
Digital Radio Service (PDRS).

- Licensed alternatives for radio
computing.

- The location of and the rules re
garding license free operating frequen
cies.

- What the FCC is doing in mat
ters concerning your operations, and
how to deal with them if the need
should ever arise.

- How to get the most out of your
on-the-air work, without interfering
with others.

- How to set up stations and net
works quickly and easily, with the
equipment that is currently being man
ufactured.

- How to convert gear that you al
ready own, for less money.

- Equipment designs that lower
costs, increase speed and generally im
prove your operations.

- The technical side of radio com
puting.

- Equipment resources (where to
get it) for radio modems, wireless
transceivers, antennas, etc.

- Consideration for potential fu
ture uses.

- Listings of the most recent up
and-running radio LANs and BBSs.

- Updates on publications, servic
es and products offered by PLC's
RCD.

- You and your input is RCDs
most valuable asset, therefore ample
room will be pr,?vided for your
thoughts and ideas!

There it is, an order made to go. We
hope to please your palate. RCD acc
pets no outside advertising, so only
our readers set the bread on RCDs
table. If you're ready, dinner will now
be served.
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License Free Operating
There are other ways of getting on

the air without seeking Big Brother's
special approval. The FCC, in its
great wisdom, has seen fit to grant un
licensed use of certain frequency ranges
or bands, as they're often called. RCD
will focus its energy on the use of
these bands, as well as the promotion
of the PDRS idea. Before you can gear
up to operate on these bands, you'll
need some basic information. You
should be forewarned that data trans
mission on some of these bands does
not carry the FCC's approval. Just the
same, with the proper considerations,
you should be able to use them with
out hassle. It will depend greatly on
the present use of these frequencies in
your area.

RCD has identified seven possible
bands for your use. Of them, only
three are FCC sanctioned for digital
transfer, classed as experimental fre
quencies. Any mode of data (packet,
AMTOR, RITTY, ASCII, etc.) and
any radio frequency (RF) mode (AM,
SSB, FM, CW, etc.) may be used on
them. They are the 7, 200 and 1750
meter bands. The seven meter band is
located at 49 mHo The "AM" broadcast
frequencies make up the 200 meter
band. With 1750 meters located at 175
kilohertz (kH.). You may use the AM
band, as long as you don't cause any
interference to the licensed broadcast
ers. This should be feasible in most
cases.

The other possibilities are the four,
five, eight and eleven meter bands.
Four meters is your "FM" broadcast
band. The 25 radio control channels, at
72 mH, make up five meters. With
the 20 cordless telephone channels (10
at 46 mH & 10 at 49 mH) you have
the eight meter band. Finally, on elev
en meters, you'll find the 40 "CB II

channels. Please remember that these
last four bands don't carry FCC ap
proval for digital communications. On
the other hand, all but one lack restric
tive clauses. RCD believes that the
only valid criteria for using these

bands is that you don't interfere with
the present users.

Uses for Radio Computing

Besides doing many of the things
that you now use telecomputing for at
a continuing cost, there are many pos
sibilities for radio computing with a
much lower expense. Local user
groups could pass data back and forth,
day in and day out, with out tying up a
phone line. Your group could pass out
electronic copies of its newsletter. The
editor would send the issue to one or
two close stations, they would pass it
to the ones closest to them, and so on,

until it has reached all of its readers.
A packet radio BBS would be more

efficient and easier to use than its tele
phone counterpart. Rather than contin
ually redialing to get in, you would
send out your packet and go about
your business. If your packet was a re
quest for information, the BB'S would,
in the same manner, packet it back to
you. All the while, your computer
could be doing other things! You
would just check your "mail box"
(modem) when ready. Just think of it
- more out of your time, money and
computer. With one long range sta
tion, your community could have a
direct link to distant cities. In time we
might span the continent. Indeed, your
imagination is radio computing's only
limit!

For more information contact Don
Stoner, the PDRS petitioner at:

6014 East Mercer Way
Mercer Island, Washington 98040
-or-
Paul L. Christensen
Radio Computing Digest
P.O. Box 916
Oroville, Washington 98844

Send nine dollars to RCD for a
complete copy of RCD's premier issue
and the other documents that were
mentioned above. Nearly 100 pages to
tal. n



MOR Products
Original User's Manuals published by Morrow.

Prod # Description Price

601 Correct-It User's Manual 8.00
602 CPIM 2.2 User's Guide 12.00

(for MD2 & MD3)
603 CPIM Plus Guides 35.00

(for hard disk MDs; 5 books)
604 MBASIC User's Guide 12.00
605 MD Companion Guide 12.00

(for everyone who isn't compatible
with CP/M)

606 MD User's Guide (for MD2 & MD3) 12.00
607 MD Hard Disk User's Guide 12.00
608 Morrow Software Sourcebook 8.00

(1983 edition)
609 NewWord User's Guide 12.00
610 Pilot User's Guide 12.00
611 SmartKey User's Guide 8.00
612 SuperCalc User's Guide 12.00

Service Manuals to help repair or enhance your
machine. (Even if you don't do the repair yourself,
your repairman probably will need them.)

Prod # Description Price

700 Complete manual set (701-710) 80.00
701 Micro Decision Service Guide 25.00

wi schematics for Rev. 1.1 & 2.0
(for MD2 & MD3)

702 Diagnostic \I User's Manual 25.00
(disk sold separately)

703 Hard Disk MD Service Guide 25.00
wi schematics

704 SA 200 Shugart Mini Floppy Drive 15.00
Preliminary OEM Manual
(for SS drives)

705 SA 455/465 Shugart Mini Floppy 15.00
Drive Service Guide wi schematics
(for OS drives)

706 MDT20 Terminal Reference 10.00
Guide

707 MDT20 Service Manual 12.00

708 MDT50 Video Terminal Service 10.00
Manual

709 MDT60 Video Terminal Service 15.00
Manual wi MT70 Video Terminal
Supplement

710 David Block's original MD Q&A book 6.00

ZCPR3 is a Morrow-bootable CPIM 2.2 replacement
by Echelon for the M03. Complete with two disks and
manual, the ZCPR3 kit provides an operating system
superior to CPIM 3.0. This kit currently .Q.D.1¥ available
for ROM Rev. 3.1. For more information on any of the
Z Supplement disks (Prod. 803, 806 & 807) send a
SASE to MaR, attn: ZCPR3 Dir.

Prod # Description Price

801 ZCPR3-including: Z-System, 59.50
85 utilities, help disk and The Z-
System User's Guide.

802 Diagnostic \I disk 45.00
803 ZCPR3 Utilities source. Five disks 35.00

with the source code to some of the
latest Z-System utilities.

804 ZCPR3: The Manual 20.00
805 Out-Think-Outline processor 45.00
806 Z-System source code. Four disks

with source code to some of the sys-
tem segments and BIOS.

807 ZRDOS. Assembled ZRDOS without 40.00
ZCPR3 plus HLP files.

ROM Upgrade Kits contain instructions, ROM
chips and software-everything you need to bring
your machine up to date. (Some software that won't
run on older machines will run with an upgrade.)

Prod # Description Price

901 ROM Upgrade Kit for MD3 35.00
902 ROM Upgrade Kit for MD Hard Disks 45.00
903 Mike Allen's Clock Kit (MACK) 49.00

(see ad one page 21 and article in
MaR, Vol. 4, #1, p. 35.)
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Floppies of the Bimonth
With every issue of MOR, we compile floppies that contain public do
main programs, short articles and other interesting tidbits. Each
Floppy of the Bimonth (FLOB) costs $8.00. Listed here are the
FLOBs for this issue. A list of all FLOBs to date is available upon
request.

DIMS103.ARK- Information Management System; like
PCFILE, a simplified but useful database
system. Requires extensive MBASIC edit
ing for your terminal.

MINDER.ARK Date-minder; like SCHEDULE (above) but
more complicated.

Prod #4405 - August '87 #5

Prod #4404 - August '87 #4
Some of the files in both of these libraries have been crunched.
LT.COM (a utility to uncrunch and extract the files) has been in
cluded for your convenience. For complete documentation see
FLaB #4303.

0+DZ-NOV86.LBR Dazlestar: a WordStar-like screen-oriented
debugger, sophisticated but easy to use.

o+Z80DIS22.LBR Another extensive debugger/disassembler.

A Note on Using FLOBs

Some of the files on FLOBs have been compacted to allow us to put
more on a FLOB. When you receive your FLOB, you will need to re
turn these compacted files to their original form. The last three let
ters in a filename (known as the extension), will indicate how the file
has been processed. To aid in determining how the varous files have
been processed, symbols preceding the filename indicate what you
will need to return the files to their original form. A list of the sym
bols follows:

t/ Indicates that a file has been squeezed. NSweep (on FLaB
#2401), UNSQ, and a host of other programs will unsqueeze
files for you.

.. Indicates that a file has been crunched. UNCR (on FLaB
#4301) or LT (a library utility on FLaB #4303) will uncrunch
files for you.

o1KUTILS.LBR
oA68K.LBR

oBUTCH.LBR
oEPEX11.LBR

Small (1 K) memory-resident utilities.
Assemble 6800 (Macintosh) mnemonics on
your Morrow.
Eliza's bar-room uncle.
Simple CCP replacements; no configuration
needed.

Prod #4403 - August '87 #3
Both programs on this FLaB are archive files (something like a li
brary file). UNARC.COM and brief instructions are provided on the
floppy. For complete instructions on UNARC, see FLOB #430S.

Prod #4401 - August '87 #1
Because some files have been crunched, LT.COM (a utility to un
crunch and extract the files) has been included for your convenience.
For complete documentation see FLaB #4303.

o Indicates that files necessary to this program are in a "LBR"
or library file. You will need to extract (and often unsqueeze)
the files before using them. NULU (on FLOB #3301), LU, and
LT (on FLaB #4303), are a few of the programs that can
extract the files for you.

Prod #4402 - August '87 #2
The files on this FLaB that end with ".ARK" are archive files
(something like a library file. UNARC.COM and brief instructions are
provided on the floppy). For complete instructions on UNARC, see
FLaB #430S.

oLEISURE2.LBR Nifty, extensive computer ledger book.
QUOTE.ARK Random quote-fdr-the-day generator.
REFIND2.ARK References Indexer for researchers.
SCHEDULE.ARK Hour-by-hour daily planner.

Prod #4407 - August '87 #7
Since some of the files on this FLOB have been crunched, UNCR
has been provided as aconvenience. For complete documentation,
see FLaB #4301.

otAPRBEST.LZT One CP/M group's pick of the best PO
software around as of April '87.

oASMHELP.LBR An introduction to assmebly-Ianguage pro
gramming.

<tCPM/TIPS.DZC Reprint of early technical info on CP/M
22.

<tDISKLUBE.DZC Info on lubricating Shugart 8" disk drives.
+LEGEND.TZT The Legend of the Lost Dutchman's Gold~

mine.
<tPDFT0487.LZT Quick list of PD file-transfer systems

around the country.
+RCPMOS87.LZT Latest list of Remote CP/M Systems

around the country.
+RS232.HZP Helpful information on RS232 serial com

munications lines.

Prod #4406 - August '87 #6
This FLaB contains programs for CP/M Plus (Morrow hard disk
machines). Because some of the file have been crunched, LT.COM
(a utility to uncrunch and extract the files) has been included for
your convenience. For complete documentation see FLaB #4303.

o<t CCP10St.LBR Latest version of CCPt, includes Unix-like
HIST ability.

o+DIRDIRS2.LBR Version of SDir for CP/Mt systems using
CCPt.

oROLlD10.LBR RSX utility to log drive in as Read-Only.

Computer recipe database.
Language drills for learning Hebrew.

oot CHEF-S.LBR
o<t HEBREW.LBR
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Only $49
The MACK

Order Product
#903

Put a real clock in your Morrow!! The
Mike Allen Clock Kit (MACK) is a ready
to-assemble· and install version
of the real-time clock described
in his recent MOR article (MOR,
Vol. 4, #1, p. 35).

Indespensible for a BBS! Great
for tracking time for the IRS!

With the complete instructions
you can install this clock in
your MD2 or MD3 (with Rev. 2
boards only) or on your MD
Hard Disk machine (Rev 1.9
ROM only - see MOR Product #902 for up
date info).

Compatible with the popular program Da
teStamper (see review on page 39). Also

read "The Best of Times" on page
37 by Jim Bottom. He discusses
other uses for a real-time clock.

An inexpenisve solution for
your clock needs. Keeps you or
ganized and leaves an electronic
"trail. "

Only $49 (order product #903
from order form on page 26).
Shipments begin August 20.

Now's the time to get a MACK!

The Z System
By Echelon, Inc.

You Never Had It So Powerful!
Ready to Run!
Now you can get a complete,
ready-to-go replacement for
CP/M and your M03 ... the
ZCPR3 kit.

The ZCPR3 kit runs all con
ventional CP/M programs,
and includes:

• ZCPR3 for Morrow
• ZRDOS
• Z System User Guide

an 80 page text
• On-Line Help Disk

Extended command
processing Searches
other disks and user areas
when typing CP/M commands
with PATH function.

ZCPR3 greatly enhances your
computing abilities on the

Morrow Computer. Here's your
chance to Improve your

computing and work!

• Library Files Group
together commonly used
utility programs into a one
single entry file.

• Three different
menu systems Create
custom menu-driven "front
ends" for your computer. No
more "A" prompts!

A~~ foil" order #801

$5~ 05(0) from MOR

If you're really
serious ...

Get the ZCPR3 Supple
ment packages ... including
source code to over 80 utili
ties, CBIOS for the M03, and
system segments. See
#803, #806, and #807 on
following page or contact the
office for more details.

ZCPR3: THE MANUAL is
the definitive guide to
ZCPR3, with 350 pages
packed with useful informa
tion. Order product #804
from MaR for only $20.00
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If yes, what yearly fee would you consider reasonable?

Morrow Owners' Review Questionnaire

Win Free Software!
$15 $20 $25 Other $ _

Sypko Andreae
Publisher

Gemini

Dear Subscriber,
Thanks to you, the Morrow Owners' Review has now

served Morrow and CP/M owners for almost four years. The
phenomenal subscriber response keeps us alive and helps to
generate new articles, themes, and issues.

We want to continue providing you with a high quality
publication, giving you useful, timely, and interesting infor
mation. To do so, we need your help.

The questions below ask your opinions about the Mor
row Owners' Review. Your answers will be compiled to
help us make editorial changes and improvements, and to
keep track of what you are like. Please be as candid and hon
est as you like; your comments remain confidential.

In appreciation for your help, we will randomly choose
five names from completed questionnaires to receive a free

:::: set of flobs from the October/November MOR. To qualify,
o your questionnaire must be returned no later thanSert. 15,
E 1987. Thank you for your help; your efforts help us to grow
"0 and to serve you!

6
"tJ Sincerely,

:§ --==:>~
~·0
c:c:
.0.;::
CI)

~
Hardware

"S 1. What computer(s) do you own or use?
o MD-2 MD-3 MD-5,11,16,34
{) Other _

~

2. What printer(s) do you own or use?
MP-I00 MP-200 Epson
Letter Quality Near Letter Quality
Dot Matrix Laser
Other _

3. Do you own or use a modem?
Yes No

If yes, are you a registered user of the MOR Electronic Bul
letin Board?

Yes No

Do you use the system regularly?
Yes No

The Morrow Bulletin Board System is expensive to operate.
Are you willing to pay a fee for membership?

Yes No
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Would you prefer to pay based on your usage time?
Yes No

4. Which other type(s) of computer(s) do you own?
IBM PC PC Clone Macintosh
Apple Other CP/M Which? _

5. Are you changing from your CP/M computer to another
system?

Yes No

If no, do you plan to change in the near future?
Yes No

To what system? _

6. Are you interested in reading articles about hardware alter
natives, such as the Amstrad or ON! computers?

Yes No

7. What hardware information are you most interested in
reading about?

Using the Morrow Technical info Reviews
Repair shops updates New systems
Peripherals Industry News
Other _

Software

1. What types of software do you commonly use?
Word Processing Spreadsheet Games
Communications Database
Programming Utilities
Desktop Publishing Graphics
Educational Other _

2. Do you do any programming? Yes No

3. Do you find the software capabilities of the Morrow lim
iting?

Yes No

4. If you are switching to another system, is it because of:
Lack of available CP/M software?
Lack of software support?
System limitations?



Morrow Owners' Review Questionnaire

5. Do you find the technical articles about software in MOR
useful?

Yes No

6. Would you rather see more user-oriented (non-technical)
articles?

Yes No

What are you like?

1. (Providing your name and address is optional, but you
must include it ifyou want to register to winfree soft
ware.)

Name: _

7. What software topics interest you the most?

Address: _

GamesWord Processing
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets/Financial
Communications
Educational

New Software
Utilities
Programming
Graphics
Other: _

City, State, Zip: _

Phone: _

2. How long have you been an MOR subscriber?
1 2 3 4 years

4. (Optional) What is your sex? M F

3. (Optional) What is your age? _

7. What is your profession? _

8. Would you consider yourself (check one):

Non-technical Sort-of technical

Technical A total techno-whiz

9. Tell us anything you think we ought to know about
MOR, yourself, advertisers, or anything else. Continue
on another piece of paper, if necessary.

5. (Optional) What is your average yearly
income? _

(l)'
Q
oc:-...
.Q

ffi
en
~o·
::s::s
Q

----------------------I~·

6. (Optional) How much money do you spend on computers,
software, etc. yearly?

--------------------Ig
Q.

3
Q
::::

3. Do you find the advertisements in MOR useful?
Yes No

4. How many people usually read your copy of MOR?

2. Which of the following do you read regularly:

Columns Features Reviews
Classified Ads Hot Tips Editorial
Important Announcements

5. Do you find the layout, table of contents, and other sec
tions easy and pleasant to read?

Yes No
If not, why? _

Editorial
1. Do you like the format of the Morrow Owners' Review?
Yes No
What do you especially like or dislike? _

MOR Mail Ordering
1. Have you ordered from, or do you think you may order

from the product section (including back issues, FLOBs,
and products)?

Yes No

2. Would you like for MOR to carry more products?
Yes No

3. What other products do you think we should
offer? _

Continue Comments. on . Back Page
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Continue Comments Below

---------------------------------

Thank You
for Supporting the

Morrow Owners' Review!

- - - - - - - _. - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PLACE

STAMP

HERE

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW
P.o. Box 5487

Berkeley, CA 94705



Back Issues
"01. 1, #1, APR84 (Prod #101)

Technical and Foreign Language Text with
WordStar * NewWord vs. WordStar * Meet
the Disk Drives in Your Morrow * Adding Disk
Drives to Your Morrow * Quieting Down Your
Morrow MD3 * Inexpensive PASCAL

Vol. 1, #2, JUN84 (Prod #102)

Concurrent Editing and Printing with WordStar
* Customizing NewWord * Troubleshooting
Your Micro Decision * Diskettes Deteriorate
*About Serial Communications * Installing
WordStar for Dot Matrix Printers

Vol. 1, #3, AUG84 (Prod #103)

Graphics Package for the Morrow * Freindly
Telecommunications * A Very Simple Modem
Program * Proportional Spacing with Word
Star * Using BASIC to Control Your Printer
* Patching WordStar for an Epson Printer*ln
stalling WordStar 3.0 for the MP100

Vol. 1, #4, OCT84 (Prod #104)

About Surge and Spike Protectors: * Thought
It Would Never Happen to Me * Public Domain
Software Made Easy * Programming Your
Function Keys with NewWord * More Printing
and Ed~ing Concurrently with WordStar

Vol. 1, #5, DEC84 (Prod #105)

Speeding Up Your Computer * WordStar
Emergency Tricks * Customizing WordSta(s
Terminal Defaults * ZCPR3Makes CP/M
2.2 Shine * Spool-Away with Printer Buffers
* Notes from a Smartkey User

Vol. 2, #1, FEB85 (Prod #201)

Trouble-Shooting Your Morrow '* Micro Justifi
cation and Prop. Spacing in WordStar '*Teach
ing w~h Pilot ,*Toward a More Useful MD2
(1,876K disk space) '* Getting Started with
TURBO PASCAL

Vol. 2, #2, APR85 (Prod #202)

Morrow Drive Error Messages '* Saving Time
in SuperCalc with X (eXecute) '* The Morrow
Toolbox '* Automatic Formatting with PILOT'* Uniform, A File Transfer Utility '* SUBMIT
to Less Work

Vol. 2, #3, JUN85 (Prod #203)

Modems: What's Alii the Fuss About? '* Getting
Started with Modem Programs '* Morrow
Printer Ribbons '* Locked Out of LogiCalc?*
Short Introduction to FIDONET '* Adding Z
Clock to MD3 '* The Smartest Modem of All
(Visionary) '* The CTS MM300 Modem with
MITE

Vol. 2, #4, AUG85 (Prod #204)

Upgrading NewWord: Why and How? '* KA
MAS, an Outline Processor '* EUREKA! A
CP/M Disk Cataloguer '* NSWEEP: A Public
Domain Jewel '* New Tricks for WordStar '*
ShadowPrint (SPRINT), a Print Spooler

Vol. 2, #5, OCT85 (Prod #205)

Running a Small Business with a Morrow '*
Reflections on dBase II, Comparing Gold to Pearl'* dBase II Hints for Morrow Users '* Accrual
Bookkeeping on Quest, Verso 1.2 '* An Over
view of Personal Pearl '* Eliminate Sort Disk
Swap when Using Pearl

Vol. 2, #6, DEC85 (Prod #206)

The Co-Processor Board Confusion '* Con
verting Your Morrow Keyboard to Dvorak '*
Geneaology with Personal Pearl '* Telecommu
nictions: National and International '* Versa
Ledger,* Indexing with Correct-It '* The Ani
mal Game '* Handicapped Users and the Mor
row '* Conway's Game of Life

Vol. 3, #1, FEB86 (Prod #301)

Best of Public Domain Software '* Debugging:
Overcoming the Fear '* Public Domain Games
on the Morrow '* A Note on the C Program
ming Language '* Of Copyrights and "Public
Domain" '* Adventure Strategies '* Function
al Comparisons of Database Software '* Per
sonal Pearl Hints and Kinks '* Doing Returns
on a Computer '* Reviews of TAXWORKS,
1040 Plus

Vol. 3, #2, APR86 (Prod #302)

The Basics of Computer Typesetting * More
on Tools for Writers '* Some Favorite Public
Domain Writers Tools * Desktop Publishing
with a Morrow * Proportional Spaced Printing
with CP/M * Reviews of WordFinder, Index,
Footnote, Bibliography, Grammatik, wsNote,
Number, FTNOTE, Dataplotter, ElectraFind,
PropStar, MagicSeries, PrintMaster

Vol. 3, #3, JUN86 (Prod #303)

Doubling the Speed of Your Terminal Port *
Your 4-Drive Morrow: Adding Two More Drives
to Your MD3 * Connecting a Portable to
Your MD * Exploring the ROM in Your Mor
row * Updating Your Morrow with the Latest
ROM - How and Why * About Printer Buf
fers and Speed * A Use(s Guide to Under
standing the FLOBs '* How I Quieted My
Disk Drives and Lived Happily Ever After

Vol. 3, #4, AUG86 (Prod #304)

Maintainence for Your Daisy-Wheel Printer '*
Where to Get Your System Fixed: A List of Re
pair Shops Servicing MDs '* UnSqueaking
Your Keys '* The Man Who's Got the Parts '*
Keeping Your System Alive: Minor Crises and
How Prevent Them '* Reviews of OUT
THINK and Thoughtline

Vol. 3, #5, OCT86 (Prod #305)

The Wonderful World of ZCPR3 '* Writing
Your Own Educational Software '* Selecting
Educational Software '* The Only Software
an Academic Needs '* Reviews of Language
Tutor, three typing programs and Write-Hand
Man

Vol. 3, #6, DEC86 (Prod #306)

From Morrow to Mac '* Simplified Desktop
Publishing '* A Homegrown Portable MD11 '*
Tune in to the MOR PBBS '* The Z-System
and Mini-Winnie Hard Disk '* Writing with
SmartKey

Vol. 4, #1 "FEB87 (Prod #401)

C Notes '* I'll Take Pascal '* Simple Beauty
of Turbo Pascal '* Cheap Disks '* Tool
works C/BO '* Nevada Pilot '* Making Func
tion Keys Work '* Customized Mailing List'* Building Your Own Real Time Clock '*
The BASIC Approach '* MIX C Complier

Vol. 4, #2, APR87 (Prod #402)

The ON! Computer '* The NEW WordStar '*
Let's Talk Disk Quality '* Surviving a Hard
Disk Crash '* Watch Out For That Landmine
(comp. game) *' Review of Twist &Shout

All This information can be yours for $4.00 per issue.
Shipment outside of North America add US $1.50. ,Aug/Sept/87 VoI.4,#4 .25.



Order Form o Check/Money Order

Account no.

o VISA o MasterCard

Name _

Phone ( __ ) _

Address

City State- ZIP _

Exp. Date Signature _

IMPORTANT NOTE: All prices include UPS or
first class postage to domestic address. Due to
weight constraints, some orders must be shipped
UPS so please include a street address. Foreign
shipments are additional, please inquire.

Product
No. Quantity Description Price

Subtotal

California residents please add 70/0 sales tax

TOTAL

Please send orders to: MOR, P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705

~----------------
Subscribe e Renew Name

Phone ( _) _ 10# _

o $18.00-1 year (6 issues)

o $32.00-2 years (12 issues)

Address

City ------- State - ZIP---

Total amount enclosed $

o Check/Money Order

Signature _

For US first class add $8 per year. All Canada & Mexico
residents add US$7 per year. All other countries add US$7
per year for sur1acemail or add US$16 per year for airmail.

MOR is published bimonthly, starting in February. We must
receive your application before the 15th of the month
preceding publication in order to begin your subscription with
that issue.
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o VISA o MasterCard



Packet Radio
Radio-Based Computer Communications

for the Home Computer

R ADIO amateurs in Canada,
Sweden and the United
States have been experimen-

ting with packet radio, a system of
computer-based communications. This
new mode provides high-speed com
munication with efficient use of the
spectrum, and resists adverse band con
ditions.

Packet radio can be used not only
for informal amateur QSOs (amateur
radio contacts) and traffic handling, but
it has additional possibilities for data
exchange between hams with comput
ers, bulletin board and message sys
tems and remote computer program
ming.

What is Packet Radio?

Packet radio is a communication
system in which information is digi
tally encoded. In this respect, it is sim
ilar to RTTY or ASCII, but with im
portant differences. The differences are
key to insuring error-free reception
while allowing maximum spectrum
use through shared frequency use.

Data integrity is provided by packet
radio through a "handshaking" tech
nique and error detection.

Along with each transmission, a
computed value called a "frame check
sequence" (PCS) is sent, which allows
the receiving station to check for er
rors. The station acknowledges an er
ror-free packet with a special "ACK"
signal. If the sending station does not
receive a signal within a given time
period, it automatically retransmits the
packet.

This article originally appeared in
the May, 1987 issue of FOGHORN
and was written by the Tucson Ama
teur Packet Radio Group and Clarence
G. Welsh.

A packet also contains identifica
tion of the destination station, permit
ting several QSOs to take place on the
same frequency. A packet radio station
can automatically ignore any packets
not addressed to it.

Due to the very short duration of
most packet transmissions, the user
does not need the channel most of the
time. The time between transmissions
is available to other users on frequen
cy, a system known as time-domain
multiplexing.

On a busy channel, the user notices
an increased delay time before getting
transmission replies, but the packet ra
dio equipment takes care of automatic
transmissions and sorting out the're
plies meant for the station. The user
never "hears" the QRM (man-made in
terference).

What is a Packet Radio
Station?

Packet radio requires the use of a
microprocessor-based controller at each
station, and it will obviously appeal to
the ham who already has a computer in
his shack. It does not, however, require
that the operator be a programmer, or
even that the station have a personal
computer. All that is necessary is a
terminal, a terminal node controller
(TNC), and an amateur radio transceiv
er. The terminal can be a simple
display (CRT) or typewriter terminal
that produces ASCII characters, a per
sonal computer, or even a commercial
mainframe computer.

What is needed is a terminal with a
keyboard to allow communication and
a screen or printer to display incoming
information. Even inexpensive termi
nals that use TV sets for the display
are available.

The way in which most terminals
encode ASCII characters is in an

lIasynchronousll format. Since they are
encoded as they are typed, there is a
flag consisting of one or more IImark"
(binary 1) values to mark the begin
ning and end of each character. The de
vice decoding the characters expects a
specific baud rate, or number of transi
tions from "mark" to "space" (binary
0) per second during the character, but
no particular time interval between
characters themselves.

The terminal node controller is the
heart of the packet radio system. It has
one port connected to the terminal or
computer, and communicates through
it by asynchronous ASCII format at
the baud rate required by the terminal.
The TNC converts the data stream
from the terminal to a, packet by at
taching a "header" showing the destina
tion of the packet and control informa
tion for the network, a tail containing
the result of the FCS calculation for
error detection, and flags to mark the
beginning and end of the packet.

The second TNC port connects it to
the transceiver microphone and speaker
audio lines, and the PTT line. Ordinar
ily, the TNC produces AFSK modula
tion by putting one of two tones into
the microphone input, corresponding
to a "mark" or "space." In this fashion,
the packet is sent out on the air at the
packet channel baud rate, which is un
related to the terminal baud rate at the
other port of the TNC.

The receiving TNC reverses this
procedure, decoding the audio tones
from the speaker audio line of the ra
dio, removing and reading the header
and tail information, and passing a
successfully received packet to the ter
minal at the terminal baud rate.

The part of the TNC that does the
translation between the sequence of
tone levels and the characters is called
a "modem," short for MOdulator
DEModulator. A modem mayor may
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not be built into the mc board.
Most packet radio modems operate

at 1200 baud, which corresponds to
about 1200 or more words per minute,
although the FCC now authorizes
much higher baud rates on some ama
teur bands.

The audio tones used are 1200 Hz
and 2200 Hz. This frequency choice is
that of the Bell 202 modem, available
as surplus.

The final component of the packet
radio station is an amateur radio trans
ceiver. Most packet radio activity so
far has been in the two meter band
(144-148 MHz). The only important
requirement of the radio is that its au
dio frequency response at 2200 Hz be
adequate. In other words, the two meter
FM rig you may already have is proba
bly just fine.

What the TNC Does

The mc consists of a special pur
pose microcomputer containing all of
the necessary software and hardware to
communicate with your terminal, as
semble a packet, operate your trans
mitter and receiver to send and receive
a packet, and decode a packet.

The special functions of the TNC
which would be difficult to implement
with an ordinary personal computer are
the use of protocol to communicate
with other TNCs and real-time con
trol.

The encoding and decoding of pack
ets involves a carefully standardized set
of procedures called "protocol." This
basically determines the exact form of
the header and tail parts of the packet.
The header allows receiving mcs to
automatically determine the purpose of
the packet, e.g. net check-in, part of a
QSO, or ACK to a previous transmis
sion. The tail contains the FCS,
which allows the mc to automatical
ly determine whether the packet was
received correctly, and if so, to automi
atically acknowledge it.

Since the protocol is programmed
into the mc, the operator does not
need to know exactly what his packet
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"looks" like. In particular, he does not
need to know how the destination
of his packet is indicated. The operator
communicates with other amateurs by
call sign, and the TNC translates the
call sign into the identification required
by the protocol.

The mc is required to perform a
number of tasks simultaneously, in
cluding responding to events such as
the receipt of a packet or instructions
from the operator in real-time (in other
words, as they happen).

This makes programming in BA
SIC undesirable, because it uses an
"interpreter" which reads each program
line and translates it into machine-type
instructions every time the line is exe
cuted (although BASIC compilers are
available and in use -Ed.)

The time required for the translation
would prevent a program from re
sponding rapidly enough in a packet
radio environment. In order to meet the
speed requirement, an assembly lan
guage program or equivalent is re
quired. While BASIC looks about the
same on any computer, assembly lan
guage is different for every machine. If
the TNC were replaced by personal
computers, program development
would have to be redone for each varie
ty of computer.

In addition to maintaining the right
pace, the TNC must also constantly
"listen" at both ports simultaneously
while putting packets together or tak
ing them apart. Personal computer
hardware may not even be capable of
this sort of multi-task application.

Programming individual TNCs
must be as easy as possible, since
there will inevitably be unforseen
problems in the initial software. Addi
tionally, hardware changes may neces
sitate software changes. For this rea
son, mcs are designed around erasa
ble, programmable read-only memories
(EPROMs), which normally function
like the ROM of a personal computer
where the vital software is stored in an
indestructible form. However, if the
need arises, they can be reprogrammed

by "burning in" the new program us
ing special equipment.

What is a Packet?
A packet is the basic message unit

in packet radio. It ordinarily consists
of a text message typed in by the oper
ator, sandwiched between the header
and tail information required by proto
col.

In a typical QSO, a packet would
be encoded and sent out by the TNC
when the operator ends a line of typing
by hitting the ENTER or RETURN
key. In any event, the length of a
packet is limited, usually to 128 char
acters. This helps to prevent a single
user from "hogging" the channel, as
well as making sure that the sending
and receiving mcs don't get swamped
with information.

A packet need not consist of ASCII
or Baudot character strings, however. It
could contain information in other cod
ing systems, such as BCD or EBCDIC
or even binary data such as a compiled
computer program. The TNC, which
uses a "bit oriented protocol" based on
a standard called High-level Data Link
Control (HDLC), can encode any of
these equally easily.

An advantage to this choice of pro
tocol is that the function it requires is
available on a single, large-scale inte
gration (LSI) chip, which simplifies
the mc hardware and software.

A second advantage of HDLC pro
tocol is that the beginning and end of
the entire message are flagged, making
the start and stop bits for each charac
ter unnecessary when the packet is
transmitted in "synchronous" format.

The "frame" of an HDLC is repre
sented below.

: FLAG : ADDRESS : CON·
TROL : DATA : FCS : FLAG :

Each packet field is encoded as a se
quence of 1's and O's (bits) to be trans
mitted as "mark" and "space" tones.
With the exception of the DATA field,
all fields are generated by the mc as
it assembles the packet for transmis-



Get what you've always wanted-

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

Available on more than 40 CP/M formats including
MD-2/3/l1. MS-DOS version also available. Only
$ 49.95, Visa &: M/C accepted, or send eheck with
order and we pay postage. Comes fUlly pre-installed
so please specify computer and printer models.

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from ordinary NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels (and certain matrix &. laser
printers), including Diablo, Qume, NEC, Brother, C
Itoh, JUki, Silver-Reed, Canon, Fujitsu &. others.

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch,
gives higher quality print than modifiedWordStar.
PropStar follows the rules for typesetting, maintains
spacing bet ween letters, never crowds text, offers
eont inuous underline, increases let ter spacing in
"bold" text to aVOid run-together letters. PropStar
doesn't move text, so you get what you see on your
w.p. sereen, supports most W.S. print features.

taken care of automatically by his
TNC.

As more packet radio LANs become
active, there will be the possibility of
link stations with access to two dis
tinct LANs. These stations can be
members of both nets and serve as
communications links through which
packets originating in one net can be
funneled to an addressee in the other
net. The gateway station reformats
packets with another layer of protocol
containing inter-network linking infor
mation and transmit it to another gate
way station in a distant LAN.

Three possibilities are being ex
plored for long-distance links.

1) Ground Relays - TERRA
CON will be a high-speed, ground
based linking system utilizing UHF
and/or microwave relays. It could po
tentially handle most long-distance
packet radio communications in the
United States and Canada. It will pro
bably be a few years before TERRA-

The net may also contain a digital re
peater or "digipeater," which may be
the net control station or a separate re
peater station.

The repeater station may be a single
frequency simplex repeater which re
transmits any correctly received pack
ets, or it can be a "normal" split
frequency repeater.

As operators sign onto the net, they
are recognized by the net control and
given net address codes. An operator
desiring to start a QSO with another
net station subsequently has his trans
missions addressed to that station.

Any operator may choose to have
his TNC receive all transmissions,
rather than just those addressed to his
station. Of course, the TNC only ac
knowledges those transmissions in
tended for that station.

The operator whose station is func
tioning as net control participates in
exactly the same way as the other op
erators. The net control functions are

sion. The operator is concerned only
with the contents of the DATA field.

The FLAG is a unique bit sequence
which identifies the beginning of a
packet to the HDLC controller. This
pattern corresponds to no sequence en
countered in any other field, except
possibly in the transmission of binary
data. Even then, provisions exist for
distinguishing data from the flag se
quence.

The ADDRESS field contains rout
ing information for the packet. This
may include the destination station,
the originating station, and possibly
intermediate routing data if the packet
will be relayed to the destination. The
destination and orginating stations
might be identified by a network ad
dress number or by an amateur call
sign, depending upon the exact proto
col form used.

The CONTROL field describes the
purpose of the packet to the network.
It identifies packets with such func
tions as network check-in or check-out
request, packet acknowledgement or re
quests for information from net con
trol. It may also contain a sequence
number for a multi-packet message
that must be received in the correct or
der.

The DATA field contains the mes
sage being sent, which ordinarily is
the text typed by the user converted in
an ASCII data string.

In the case of a packet identified in
the control field as performing a con
trol function, the DATA field may be
absent.

The FCS allows the receiving sta
tion to verify that the packet has been
received correctly.

The final FLAG marks the end of
the packet.

What is a Packet Network?

14151 455-8086

A local area packet radio network
(LAN) consists of a net control station
and a number of individual operators.
The net control station is sometimes
referred to as the "station node" and the
individual stations as "terminal nodes."

c CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE. SUITE I

COMPUTING LIVERMORE. CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION
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CON is implemented as a useful sys
tem, and somewhat longer before the
continent is linked.

2) Satellite Service - AMI
CON will be a satellite-based network
utilizing one of the special-services
channels on the AMSAT Phase III-B
satellite, using a reserved five KHz
segment of the mode-B transponder (up
on 435 MHz, down on 145 MHz).
AMICON allows intercontinental link
ing and contact with isolated areas not
accessible to TERRACON. High data
rate experiments are being planned for
the 23 cm uplink/70 cm downlink
(mode L) translator.

PACSAT is a new satellite class
designed solely for digital communica
tions. Current designs call for multiple
packet radio uplinks on 435 MHz into
a low-earth orbiting (LEO) UoSAT
class OSCAR satellite containing a
packet radio repeater (digipeater). A
common downlink on 145 MHz would
provide either real-time repeating ser
vice, or a delayed message storage fa
cility, using up to one megabyte of
on-board storage. This "flying packet
radio mailbox" could also have more
traditional digital channels, like RTTY
and ASCII.

There are also possible plans for a
packet radio digital repeater aboard the
AMSAT Phase III-C satellite.

3) Short-Wave Links
SKIPCON is AMRAD's projected HF
network of LAN gateway stations. The
nature of HF propogation requires
slower data rates (75 to 600 baud) and
error correction as well as error detec
tion protocol. A form of error
correcting code for amateur radio
known as AMTOR may be the best
candidate for handling the vagrancies of
HF channels.

SKIPCON experiments have been
conducted since the end of 1981.

How to Get in on Packet
Radio

There are currently two TNC de
signs available. The first packet radio
TNC was· designed by the Vancouver
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Amateur Digital Communications
Group (VADCG). The Vancouver
TNC is available as a bare board and
requires a power supply, external mo
dem and parts. It comes with instruc
tions and notes on the power supply,
and a modem kit is also available from
VADCG. The TNC design is based on
the Intel 8085 CPU and 8273 HDLC
controller, and includes 4K bytes of
2114 RAM and 4K bytes of 2708 EP
ROM.

The Tucson Amateur Packet Radio
group (TAPR) is currently testing a
second TNC design. This TNC has the
modem, radio interface, serial and par
allel terminal interfaces, and power
supply circuitry (exclusive of the
transformer) on a single board. It is
based on the 6809 microprocessor and
holds a total of 24K bytes of ROM
and 6K bytes of RAM on the board.
The 1933 chip it uses is compatible
with the 8273 chip used on the
VADCG board, and the TAPR TNC
will be capable of VADCG-compatible
protocol.

In order to make use of packet radio
you must be an amateur radio operator.
There are five classes of amateur radio
licenses, each granting additional privi
leges.

1) NOVICE - Requires a
Morse code test of five WPM, elemen
tary theory and regulation (exami
nation elements 1 & 2). This license
grants telegraphy-only privileges in
3700-3750,7100-7150,21,200-21200
and 28,100-28,200 KHz; 200 watts
POEP output maximum.

2) TECHNICIAN - Requires a
Morse code test of five WPM, elemen
tary .theory and regulations, general
level theory and regulations
(examination elements 1, 2 & 3).
Grants all amateur privileges above
50.0 MHz plus Novice privileges.
This is the license necessary to operate
packet radio on the Amateur 2 Meter
Band (144-148 MHz).

3) GENERAL - Requires a 13
WPM Morse code test, elementary the
ory and regulations; general theory and

regulations (examination elements,
1B, 2 & 3). Grants all amateur privi
leges except those reserved for Advan
ced and Amateur Extra Class.

4) ADVANCED - Requires a
13 WPM Morse code test, general the
ory and regulations, plus intermediate
theory (examinations elements 1B, 2,
3 & 4A). Grants all amateur privileges
except those reserved to Amateur Extra
Class.
. 5) AMATEUR EXTRA
CLASS - Requires a 20 WPM
Morse code test, general theory and
regulations, intermediate theory, plus a
special examination on advanced tech
niques (elements 1C, 2, 3, 4A & 4B).
Grants all amateur privileges.

Information on becoming an ama
teur radio operator may be obtained by
contacting local radio clubs or by writ
ing to:

The American Radio Relay League
Newington, Connecticut 06111

Florida has a very active packet ra
dio community. The Florida Amateur
Digital Communications Association,
812 Childers Loop, Brandon, FL,
33511, has been in the vanguard of ac
tivity. Additional information on pack
et radio in Florida may be obtained by
contacting Gwyn Reedy, W1BEL at
the above address.

Most of the amateur radio operators
involved in packet radio are actively
involved with computers. Many run
home-built Xerox 820-1 "home brew"
units. Others are running Kaypros,
Commodores, or whatever else can be
used.

Most Florida digipeaters are using
BBS systems known as the WORLI
BBS. These are CP/M systems operat
ing with Xerox 820-1s.

This article doesn't provide an
overview of packet radio with the
hopes that the information gives read
ers who are not yet hams a desire to
become such.

It's a great hobby, and when you
match it with computers, it's terrific. n



CP/M to DOS
Running CP/M in a DOS Environment

can be Simple and Inexpensive

By Ralph W. Mathisen

M ANY experienced, or evcn
novice, users of CP/M
systems often run into a

recurring problem: how to communi
cate with the increasing number of us
ers of DOS-based systems? In many
instances, CP/M users even are com
pelled by necessity, circumstances, or
desire to become DOS users them
selves. What are they then to do with

Ralph W. Mathisen has a B.S. in
Astrophysics (Univ. of Wisconsin), an
M.S. in Mechanical Engineering
(Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), and
a Ph.D. in Ancient History (Univ. of
Wis.). He previously worked as a com
puting analyst with United Aircraft
Research Laboratories and at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin Space Medicine
Laboratory. Currently he is an Asso
ciate Professor of Ancient History at
the University of South Carolina, with
research interests in computer applica
tions for the study ofAncient History
and the construction oflarge biograph
ical databases.

their several years' worth of CP/M ma
terial, both data and software? All too
often this material ends up gathering
dust on a shelf.

It is possible, of course, to buy one
of the Z80 coprocessing boards which
fit right into one of the slots in an
IBM PC or compatible. This method
is certainly the most efficient, as it al
lows for CP/M programs to continue
to run directly with a Z80 processor
under the regular Digital Research CP/
M operating system. These boards,
however, tend to cost several hundred
dollars. Many CP/M users have a hard
time justifying the expense, especially
when their primary interest may be
merely to convert their CP/M data to
DOS format. The latter concern can be
met by any of the data conversion pro
grams on the market, such as CON
VERT or XENOCOPY. These pro
grams, how'ever, have the same prob
lem as the CP/M boards: they are ex
pensive. Some of them have another
problem as well. Rather than allowing
CP/M disk formats to be read, or writ
ten, directly on a reassigned DOS
drive, they force one to go through a

cumbersome process of file-by-file
copying via the software interface.

Fortunately, there are now in the
public domain two programs,
RUNCPM and Z80MU, which can
solve both problems (running Z80
based programs and reading CP/M
disks) quickly, efficiently, and inex
pensively. I have tested both programs
on an AT clone running under DOS
3.1.

RUNCPM

RUNCP:M is available in thc pub
lic domain as SIG 561, although some
marketers list it under different names
and numbers. It is a product of Micro
Interfaces Corporation, 6824 N. W.
169th Street, Hialeah, Florida 33015,
(305) 823-8088. The public domain
version of this program has only very
limited documentation, so a little ex
perimenting is necessary to determine
exactly how it works, and what its
capabilities and limitations are. Poten
tial users might be advised to write di
rectly to the distributor for a complete,
documented version.
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SAVE, USER, ERA, and so on do not
function, although DOS commands
work properly. Similarly, CPM
.COM files (which the documentation
states should be given the extension
.CPM) just lock up the system, al
though DOS ,COM and .EXE files
run just fine. The command "QUIT"
can be used to leave the system.

Option #3, however, "Select CP/M
Disk emulation," functions extremely
well. The user may choose from two
lists containing a total of 33 allowed
CP/M disk emulations. Once an emu
lation has been chosen, the user is
then asked to "What is CP/M Drive's
Logical Assignment." Here, it is ne
cessary to give the letter assigned in
the Configuration File, e.g. "E:" for
the A: drive, or "F:" for the B: drive.
Curiously, the assignment of one drive
in thhi way also will assign any other
drives listed in the Configuration File
as well. Note, too, that only one drive
emulation will work at a time (the
most recent one). So if virtual drive E:
has been assigned as a Morrow drive,
drive F: (if it was assigned in the

Configuration File) also will function
as a Morrow drive. To change to an
other CP/M format, one must re-run
RUNCPM with option #3.

If the user now exits to DOS after
completing this CP/M disk emulation
selection, the E: and F: drives will
function as CP/M drives, whereas the
A: and B: drives will continue to func
tion as DOS drives. If, for any reason,
the user now chooses to run
RUNCPM in "CP/M Mode" (Option
#1), the A: and B: drives will be non
functional, regardless of whether DOS
disks or CP/M disks are placed in
them: attempts to read either of these
drives will result in the message
"Cannot find COMMAND.COM."

This program, therefore, solves the
problem of how. to transfer data be
tween CP/M and DOS systems. A
DOS drive is made to emulate a CP/M
drive, and it can both read and write in
CP/M mode. I have used it extensively
with disks written on a Morrow MD2,

Once· the configuration has been
done, the other two options now can
be run. Unfortunately, option #1,
"Enter CP/M Mode," does not appear
to work at all. CP/M commands
which do not appear in DOS, such as

DEVICE = ANSLSYS
DEVICE = READCPM.BIN
FILES =20

D.,.... i ve lYi=A:
D)""'i ve N=A:
D...... i ve O=A:

In essence, the first letter of each
pair of drive specifications represents
the drive assignment on the DOS sys
tem, the second letter represents the
drive assignment on the CP/M sys
tem. Furthermore, the CP/M drive
needs to be assigned twice, first to the
physical DOS drive to which it is to
be mapped, and second to the logical
drive to which it is to be referred.
Here, DOS physical drive A: has been
equivalenced to CP/M logical drive E:.
But this is not enough. DOS logical
drive E: also must be equivalenced to
CP/M logical drive E: in order for the
system to work. This all may seem a
little cumbersome, but this is the way
that it works. In a similar way, DOS
drive B: has been assigned to CP/M
drive F:. In order for the program to
operate correctly, the following state
ments also must be included in the
CONFIG.SYS file:Dr"'i ve A=E:

[lY'i ve B=F:
D'r"' i ve C=C:
D'r'" i ve D=D:
fjj'-' i ve E=E:
D',.... i 'Ie r--:::::F:
D1""'l ve G=A:
1),.... i ve :"'i::::f=l:
Dr'ivE I::::;:~

[l'r-' i VE' ..T:::::A:
Di'-' i ve [·i..:::::A:

Dr'" i '/e L=A:

Figure 1

WordPatch _ Review

Utility at its Best
Takes Advantage of Your Printer's Potential

• Use ALL your printers' features DIRECTLY through WordStar.
• Any WordStar 2.26 - 3.33: CP/M, CP/M86, MS-DOS and IBM
• All Epson, Okidata, C-Itoh, Gemini and IBM Printers.
• Recommended by Morrow, MicroPro, Epson, Okidata, Kaypro and others.

VISA $49.95 M.e.
CMB3 TECHNOLOGIES· P.O. Box 3061, Walnut Creeek, CA 94598

(800) 622·4070 • (800) 942·7317 in IL. (415) 685-7737

Upon running RUNCPM, the user
is presented with a menu of three op
tions. Option 2, "Configure CP/M
System / Select Terminal Emulation,"
should be chosen first. The user will
now be given a list of eight choices,
which encompass a large range of con
figuration options. The first choice
will prompt for 38 possible terminal
emulations. The second choice assigns
one of two PC types ("IBM PC or
Compatible," or "MS-DOS PC"). The
third assigns one of seven possible

.video modes (monochrome, color or
graphics). The fifth option is for color
monitors only, and assigns any of sev
en colors to 25 lines. The sixth redir
ects 1-0 for the console, list, reader,
and punch devices.

The fourth option sets the Logical
Drive Assignments. This option is the
most difficult one to comprehend.
Careful attention to it is needed in or
der for the disk emulation to work.
(See Figure 1).
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and I can attest that in this mode it
works very effectively. There remains,
however, the problem of how to run
CP/M programs (.COM files) in a
DOS environment. This can be done
by using the program Z80MU.

Z80MU
Z80MU is a Z80 emulator which

runs under DOS. It was written by
Joan Riff for Computerwise Consult
ing Services, P.O. Box 813, Mclean,
Virginia 22101. It was designed to be
used as a Z80 development system
which could be run in a DOS environ
ment. It provides a software emulation
of the Zilog Z80 and CP/M 2.2, and it
was placed in the public domain (see,
e.g., PC-BLUE 185) with no copy
right notice, no request for a financial
contribution, and no guarantee. The
most recent version is 3.10, dated
March 14, 1986. This supposedly is
the last public-domain version.

The actual Z80 emulation is done
by an 8088 assembly language subrou
tine, whereas the mock CP/M interface
to the user is written in Lattice "C."
Z80MU itself takes up about 93K, and
another 64K is occupied by the -stan
dard CP/M segment. The developers of
Z80MU recommend at least another
64K for control tables, and suggest
that the user should have at least 256K
RAM available. The program also re
quires DOS 2.0 or higher.

As to accuracy, the documentation
states that the emulator emulates the
Z80 almost perfectly and that it is
100% accurate, even down to an exact
emulation of all six flag bits in the
flags Register. Even the half- carry and
add/subtract flag bits are emulated. For
faster execution, the emulator ignores
the two unused bits in the flags regis
ter; these, therefore, will not act exact
ly as they would on a real Z80. This
program will effectively run virtually
all Z80 code as it stands. It is as good
or better than any of the other Z80 em
ulators on the market, whatever the
price.

The developers of Z80MU admit to

being less precise in their emulation of
CP/M 2.2, because they wished to
abandon some of the limitations of
CP/M in favor of the benefits of DOS.
They also wanted to include more
built-in commands, and to keep the
TPA (Transient Program Area) as large
as possible. Nevertheless, they did
create a user interface just like that of
CP/M, as are the BIOS and BDOS
(except for hardware specific functions,
and CP/M disk formats: the BDOS
calls have been converted into the
DOS equivalents). The available TPA
is 65,022 bytes, which is larger even
than that of add-on boards.

According to its extremely detailed
documentation, Z80MU has the fol
lowing capabilities:

1. Complete emulation of Z80 ob
ject code, including all six active bits
within the Z80 Flags Register.

2. Emulation of CP/M 2.2, with
the exception of hard ware-specific
functions.

3. Advanced commands for debug
ging Z80 software (eliminating the
need for DDT.COM), including:

a. Illegal Opcode control (treated as
FAULTs or NOPs).

b. BDOS function trace.
c. Instruction TRACE and NO

TRACE, with Z80 PC traceback.
d. Breakpoints.
e. Dump CP/M memory in HEX

and ASCII.
f. Patch CP/M memory in HEX,

decimal, binary, ASCII characters,or
ASCII strings.

g. Symbolic labels may be defined
and used instead of CP/M addresses.

h. Z80 register and flag display and
alter, including alternate regs/flags and
IFFl, IFF2, IMP, I, R regs.

i. CP/M memory move and find.
j. Intel HEX files can be properly

read into CP/M memory, as well as
created from CP/M memory.

4. An "emulated VT52 terminal"
(serial ASCII terminal) for full-screen
CP/M applications.

5. A full disassembler much like
Ward Christensen's RESOURCE.

6. Limited SUBMIT file support.
7. Access to all PCDOS programs

and commands.
8. CP/M software reads and writes

PCDOS files (but not CP/M files),
and can be organized with the PCDOS
directory structure (instead of using
CP/M's "user number" idea).

The prompt reads "Z80 A>," and all
the built-in CP/M commands function
properly. Transient commands which
have been tested include ASM, DDT,
DUMP, ED, LOAD, and PIP. New
commands include HELP or ?, for on
line help, and COLDBOOTI to cold
boot the 64K CP/M segment. Soft
ware tested by the developers of
Z80MU includes Chang Labs' Memo
Plan, dBASE II, LU version 3.00,
MBASIC, PMATE-80 rev. 3.02, S
BASIC Basic compiler v5.4b, Soft
ware Toolworks 'C' compiler, Target
PlannerCalc spreadsheet, Telecon 'C'
compiler, and WORDSTAR 3.0 & 3.3 .
with MAILMERGE. Most other pro
grams familiar to Morrow users, such
as BAZIC, LOGICALC, PILOT,
SETUP, and SYSGEN, seem to work
properly. Other software, such as the
MDM711 series of modem programs,
Nevada FORTRAN, and public
domain PASCAL, also works.

Hardware-specific commands and
programs, however, will not run at all,
or will run improperly. Programs like
STAT, DU-77, and DUMPX, which
directly access the disk and expect it to
be in CP/M format, will not run.
Similarly, SPELSTAR expects to find
the CP/M CCP (Command Control
Processor) in the CP/M 64K TPA, and
it is not there. Programs which look
too closely at the CP/M FCB (File
Control Block) also may have difficul
ty. Furthermore, all programs which
use full-screen editing also may have
problems dependent upon the type of
terminal used on the DOS system.
Z80MU expects a VT52 type termi
nal.

There are several other caveats and
limitations associated with Z80MU.
For one thing, it is helpful to keep
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CP/M .COM files separate from DOS
.COM files, preferably in different dir
ectories. Attempting, accidentally or
otherwise, to run a DOS .COM file
under Z80MU, or a CP/M .COM file
under DOS almost always will result
in the system hanging up, and the need
for a DOS cold boot. The developers
of Z80MU also warn that if the pro
gram ever is aborted, it is advisable to
reboot the DOS machine immediately.
This is because Z80MU alters the
DOS BREAK interrupt. When
Z80MU exits normally via the EXIT
command, the interrupt is reset, but if
Z80MU is aborted, the interrupt is left
pointing to an meaningless location in
memory. Another thing to remember
is that Z80MU requires an easily ac
cessible copy of DOS COM
MAND.COM, preferably on hard disk
or RAM disk. This can be done via the
"SET COMSPEC=" command in an
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, or the

"SHELL" command in a CON-

FIG.SYS file. Also, because Z80MU
accesses the ROM BIOS directly, all
DOS functions, such as I/O redirec
tion, become inoperative while it is
running. CP/M I/O redirection of
course functions normally.

A further drawback of Z80MU, its
inability to read CP/M disk formats,
however, can be solved. This can be
done by running Z80MU in conjunc
tion with RUNCPM. It is necessary
first to set up the CP/M disk emula
tion, as described above, with
RUNCPM. Then, when Z80MU is ex
ecuted, drives A: and B: will be availa
ble as DOS drives, and drives E: and
F: as CP/M drives. This will give the
best of both worlds, and it now be
comes possible to read and write CP/
M disks directly in the E: and F: drives
while Z80MU is executing. Although
drive- specific CP/M programs still
will not work, CP/M data can other
wise be read and CP/M programs exe
cuted directly from CP/M disks.

A final limitation of Z80MU is its
speed. Even though it is the fastest
available software-based CP/M emula
tor, it is still rather slow. This is an
inevitable result of the great amount of
processing needed to convert the Z80
codes to DOS compatible Intel code.
The effective speed can be estimated by
using the Z80MU commands SPEED?
and HOWFAST? On an 8 MHz. IBM
AT clone, the best Z80MU could do
was 0.914 MHz. Z80MU appears to
be particularly slow in I/O intensive
procedures, even when a hard disk or a
virtual RAM disk is. used. Therefore,
those who have converted to DOS ma
chines who still intend to make exten
sive use of their CP/M software might
be well advised to invest in one of the
CP/M boards. But for the occasional
use of CP/M software, when speed is
not of essence, Z80MU makes it pos
sible to continue to use in a DOS en
vironment CP/M programs which oth
erwise would be inaccessible. n

With tenyears ofservice experience,
we don't throw dice.

At PBDS, We can pinpoint your Morrow System's problem faster than anyone else. With our well
equipped facilities and huge inventory of parts, the result is lower cost and shorter turnaround time.

PBDS is equipped to repair your Morrow Design System as well as a wide range
of computer products.

Typical products repaired are: Printers, Floppy Disks, Hard Disks, Winchester
Drives, Disk Controllers, Tape Controllers and Devices, CRTs - Color or
Monochrome, CPUs, PCs and Micros.

PBDS supports individual as well as national accounts in our Dublin
California Service Center. Call toll free 800/228-3411 or 415/828-9410 in California
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The Z Primer
ZCPR3 for Beginners

By Richard Marwin

A
s a recent purchaser of the
MaR boatable ZCPR3 sys
tem, I feel compelled to

share some of my experiences. Al
though the system comes with a "Read
Me First" document and the "Z
System User's Guide," it impressed me
most that I was told all of the wonder
ful things that ZCPR3 can do (and it
can), but nowhere was I told how to do
them. So let's take things one at a
time and perhaps I can save others the
pain I suffered getting started.

The "Read Me First" starts out by
recommending that you make backup
copies of the disks using a complete
disk copy program such as Morrow's
BACKUP.COM (included on the
MASTER disk). Right away, I was in
trouble. As always, I first put a read
only tab on the distribution disk to
make sure I couldn't hurt it. Then I put
a blank disk in drive B, the MASTER
disk in drive A and pressed the reset
button. I then got a menu to select the
terminal. The next sequence is proba
bly unique to me, but I'll tell you
what happened.

My MD3 came with the Freedom

Richard O. Marwin is an electrical
engineer living in Santa Clara, Cali
fornia. He worksfor Lockheed Missles
and Space Company working with dig
ital command and control systems.

100 terminal and I guess I missed the
"Free 100" listing on the menu.
Knowing it is configured to emulate
the ADM 31, I made that selection. I
was promptly informed that the disk
was write-protected so I had to remove
the tab. When I tried it again 
Disaster! When it returned to the me
nu, all that was on the screen were the
bright selection numbers and every
thing else that should be half intensity
was completely missing. That included
all the instructions and prompts. I re
called that selection five was to reset
the terminal, so I tried that for just
about every terminal on the list but
the half-intensity script was perma
nently missing. I wrote MaR about
my problem, and they kindly sent a re
placement MASTER disk which
worked perfectly.

With the new MASTER disk I re
peated the process, frrst selecting the
"Free 100" from the menu and being
rewarded with the main menu on the
monitor complete with all the half
intensity instructions. Those of you
with other monitors will find all of
them on one of the three monitor me
nus which are accessed by pressing the
"+" sign.

Then I tried option three from the
main menu to make a backup copy.
This invokes the Morrow BACK
UP.COM program. Following the in-

structions on the screen, I pressed the
carriage return expecting a copy to be
made. At this point, the A drive lamp
came on, the drive clicked a couple of
times, and that was that. Since the B
drive lamp did not come on, it was ob
vious that no copy had been made.

Then I remembered the article in
MaR Volume 1, Number 1 on page
34 - "Quieting Down Your Mor
row," describing how to increase the
step rate of the disk drives so that they
run much more quietly. I had long
since done that with great success and
satisfaction. Evidently the Z-system
also comes with the quiet drive ar
rangement. Another article in the same
issue refers to the "Sleepy Drive" syn
drome which may be a contributing
factor. In any event, I dug out my
original CP/M disk with the noisy
drive system still on it and used the
BACKUP.COM on it. This was ac
complished by putting the CP/M disk
in drive A, the formatted blank disk in
drive B and keying in "BACKUP".
Following the instructions on the
screen I then replaced the disk in drive
A with the Z-System MASTER disk
and hit return. This time the disk copy
proceeded normally (with noisy
drives). now the distribution MAS
TER disk was retired to my master
disk file and I proceeded using the copy
(properly write-protected).
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You will notice from the foregoing
that placing the distribution MASTER
disk in the computer and pressing
"reset" results in getting the terminal
menu and that invoking it results in a
write to the master disk as it creates the
terminal parameter program. From my
experience this seems risky - I al
ways hate to write anything on a dis
tribution disk. A safer procedure would
be to start out with your CP/M sys
tem disk and use the BACKUP.COM
program on it to make a copy disk of
the ZCPR3 MASTER disk and then
use the copy for making your terminal
selection.

Now that the copy MASTER disk
is made and write-protected, it is only
used from now on to make working
disks. One way of doing this is to
place it in drive A and a completely
blank disk in drive B. From the main
menu, select option two to format the·
disk. I am assuming you have previ
ously selected option one and carefully
read the introduction to the Z-System.
It's too bad there is no way to make a
hard copy of this for reference. Now
that the disk is formatted, select option
four to create a working disk. You will
get a page of instructions for the fol
lowing menu. That menu has three op
tions: 1, for a complete Z-System us
ing 59K; 2, for a partial Z-S ystem us
ing 61K; and 3, for a partial Z-System
using 63K. Why the complete system
uses less space than the partials is be
yond my comprehension. In any case,
I have found no reason to ever use any
thing but the first option. This uses
the Z-System ZEX utility to execute a
series of commands. It will SYSGEN
the disk in the B drive, which means it
puts the Z-System operating system
on the outermost tracks of the disk as
explained on page 2-1 of the User's
Guide, and then it copies several pro
grams to user are A15 of the disk.
This is also explained in the User's
Guide. At this point it returns you to
another page of instructions leading to
another menu allowing the selection of
the number of utilities to copy to the
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working disk.

From this menu, selection one cop
ies all of the utilities to your disk in
drive B, leaving only about 20K free
on the disk. Now, why would you
want to do this? The answer is simple.
This is the disk that allows you to ex
periment with the Z-System itself and
I recommend you make such a disk.
There is little else you can do with it
except use it as a resource of the utili
ties you may want later to copy indi
vidually or in some combination to
other working disks that you use for
your everyday work.

Now how about that second disk
that came with he Morrow bootable
package? That disk contains a vast
number of help files, many in libraries
and mostly squeezed. What do you do
with it? It's easy. Whenever you are
using the all-up Z-System disk you
just made in drive A, it (or better, its
copy) should be in drive B. Then
whenever you invoke the help com
mand, the system finds the help file on
drive B and displays it to you. You
will find it contains a print feature that
allows you to practically make your
own manual for the Z-System. In fact,
you will find help files over and above
the information contained in "The
Manual."

When I reached this point in my
learning, my next question was how in
heck do you use the Z-System with
everyday programs such as WordStar,
LogiCalc, and so on? Good question,
and one I asked MOR when I wrote
them about my problems with my
original distribution disk. Greg Smith
kindly provided the answer that is no
where in the "Read-Me-First" or the
"User's Guide," or in the"ZCPR3 
The Manual," for that matter.

The answer is that you put your
MASTER disk copy in drive A, your
working copy of your system program
disk, such as WordS tar, in drive B,
press the reset button and select option
four from the menu. This causes the
Z-System to re-SYSGEN your work·
ing disk and replace CP/M on the out-

er tracks with the Z-System. It then
places the necessary files into user area
A15. Don't be nervous, this in no way
destroys any of your programs on the
disk which will all be in user area AO.
Having done that, from the next menu
on the screen you will probably want
to select either option two or three to
copy some of the utilities onto the
disk depending on how much free
space was available in the first place.
Remember, option two assumes no
more than 170K previously used and
option three assumes no more than
294K previously used.

If you have followed these steps,
you are now on your way to being a
Z-System users and the "User's Guide"
and "ZCPR3 - The Manual" will
have much more meaning for you.
You'll also find Rick Charnes' excel
lent "Forever Z" columns to be more
meaningful.

In summary, the rank beginner
(such as I have so recently been)
should do the following:

1) Write protect distribution disks
before doing anything else.

2) Make your backup copies of the
distribution disk using your old CP/M
system disk.

3) Use the backup copies for all fur
ther activity.

4) Put the Master backup in drive A
and hit the reset button.

5) Follow the menu to select your
terminal.

6) From the Main Menu, format
and make a working disk in drive B.
From the sub-menu, select item one to
make a complete (59K) system and
from the next sub-menu copy all utili
ties by selecting item one. This will
be your Z-System familiarization disk.

7) Place any of your current system
working disks you want to convert to
the Z-System in drive B and from the
main menu select item four. Then,
from the sub-menu, select either item
2 (170K remaining) or item 3
(294K remaining) to copy some of the
utilities. All such disks will operate in
the Z-System in the future. g



The Best of Times
The Value of Using a Real-Time Clock

By Jim Bottom

T HERE are no fewer than 18
- count them e-i-g-h-t-e-e-n
clocks of various size and

function in my modest, three-bedroom
home, not including an assortment of
cheap, digital wrist watches. No, I
don't have a punctuality fetish. It
seems one can hardly buy a product
these days without a clock and maybe
a calendar stuck on or in it, from mi
cro-wave ovens and coffee makers, to
radios, televisions and ball-point pens.
I simply have my fair share while mar
veling at the incalculable marketing
wisdom that assumes all of us are con
sumed with time.

So be it. But given this accumula
tion of digital and analog apparatus
why do I plan to add Mike Allen's
computer timepiece (MOR Vol 4, #1,
p. 35) to my Morrow MD3?

For starters, I want proof to show
the Internal Revenue Service that I re
ally do use the Morrow-and my two
other CP/M compatible machines-for
business. I'll do that using the Allen
MD3 clock and an appropriately modi
fied version of Plu*Perfect Systems
DateStamper software. I already use
the software to "date-stamp" my files
relatively speaking. That is, I use it to
keep track of the relative order of files
I produce and manipulate. DateStamper
can also produce reports for the IRS
that document my computer use.

DateStamper, for which with ship
ping costs I paid $55, is worth its
price for this "relative clock" purpose.
However, it works best in concert with
a hardware timepiece, automatically
and precisely dating files and logging
hours and minutes spent working on a
file for a particular client or business.
This hardware and software combina
tion records time, whether or not it is
displayed on the computer screen, as

an observer would perceive it - in
elapsed increments we're accustomed to
using: seconds, minutes and hours.
Thus we have the term "real-time
clock" added to our microcomputer vo
cabulary.

While CP/M Plus and CP/M 86
operating systems as well as MS-DOS
all have time and date-stamping built
in, the earlier CP/M 2.2 system used
by MD2 and MD3 machines has no
such facility. Thus, owners of these,
as well as owners of many Kaypro,
Osborne, and other popular 8-bit ma
chines, have had to rely on add-on
hardware for the benefits real-time
clocks provide.

Such benefits include the ability to
automatically stamp a date and time on
a file each time I revise it. That means
by installing the real-time clock I'll
know immediately the latest version of
any file worked on more than once.
There won't be any doubt about which
file should be saved and which can be
erased.

I might also date-stamp files re
ceived by modem from bulletin boards
such as MOR. If, for example, I've
captured messages from the BBS that I
want to save for reference as a single
file, that file can be dated so I'll know
what to read. Subsequent date
stamping of ASCII files from MOR
BBS would give me means to identify
saved messages by date. If I ran my
own electronic bulletin board, I'd use
the clock to automate message mainte
nance, time-and date-stamping new
messages, automatically deleting long
standing "old" messages.

Finally, the day may come when I
decide to use my MD3 for a home
management or security system, pro
gramming it to run heating and air
conditioning, lights and various home

appliances. A real-time clock with its
battery-backed power would be a valua
ble addition to this 24-hour system for
one important reason: It economically
satisfies the requirement that a 24-hour
system have a means to easily recover
from a power failure. I may have to re
load the program, but I won't be doing
a lot of clock resetting.

Real-time clocks for the Morrow
can be found for under $100. The
MACK 11D3 Real-Time Clock can be
built for under $19, and his
MDCLCK12.LBR software is availa
ble for $8 on FLOB #4109 or free
from the MOR BBS.

I can't think of a better hardware in
vestment for my MD3, which already
boasts an electronic RAM disk (the
SWP, Inc CO-POWER-Plus) and the
Mini-Winnie Hard Disk from Advan
ced Concepts Engineering. An add-on
real-time clock is an important en
hancement that will give me one more
reason to brag about my Morrow--time
and time again.

Here's what you can expect from
most add-on clocks in your MD2,
MD3 or Morrow hard disk machine all
performed by an important CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor) real-time clock/calendar
chip.

It will:
-keep track of seconds, minutes,

and hours in a 24-hour or 12-hour for
mat as well as the day of the week.

-tell the numbered day of the
month, the month and the year.

-adjust automatically for leap
years, and allow the user to set and
correct the time.

-uses its battery to keep the clock
"ticking" for long periods, perhaps
months or years in spite of the power
being turned off. a
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For Immediate
Release...

FILEBASE Data Manager

Indianapolis, Indiana
EWDP Software's FILEBASE is avail
able for CP/M as well as other sys
tems. This data manager stores records
in the "comma delimited" format,
compatible with the letter-merge func
tions of Displaywrite, WordS tar/
MailMerge, Multimate, Word, Xy
Write, and others.

Level III ($99.95) includes file re
structure, addition of new fields, inter
field communications, running totals,
indexing to disk rather than only in
RAM, and other file manipulations.
Also included is a program to produce
a 14 column profit/loss statement
from a check register file and an access
program called FBACCESS.

Two other partial levels are availa
ble for CP/M and other systems.
The company is in the process of en
hancing the program, as well.

For further information, contact
EWDP Software, Inc., P.O. Box
40283, Indianapolis, IN, 46240, or
call (317) 872-8799 or CompuServe
73210,3516.

Unattended Computer Pro
tection

Natick, Massachusetts - El
ectronic Specialists, Inc. has an
nounced the expansion of their
"unattended system power interrupter
line." Designed to protect unattended
computers and other systems from vio
lent power fluctuations or outages, the
interrupters disconnect AC power
when irregularities occur.

Automatic and manual reset models
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nre now available. In addition, straight
blade and twist configurations for 15,
20 and 30 amp circuits are offered. The
product costs $210. Contact Electronic
Specialists, Inc., P.O. Box 389, 171
S. Main Street, Natick, MA, 01760,
or phone (800) 225-4876.

New Upgrade Policy for
Smart Checkbook Users

McLean, Virginia - Soft
Quest, Inc., publishers of "Smart
Checkbook," announced that all users
of version 1.4 of the product for the
Morrow may now trade their disks and
receive Smart Checkbook version 2 at
a reduced price. Retailing for $100, the
trade-in price is $60 plus $2.50 ship'
ping and the original program disk.
Users get the new program disks and a
completely rewritten manual. Users
may upgrade to any computer format
that Smart Checkbook supports, in
cluding the IBM PC, single- and dou
ble-sided Morrow, and many other CP/
M or DOS formats.

Smart Checkbook version 2 incor
porates many new features and en
hancements suggested by users and is
totally compatible with the version
1.4 data files. New features and en
hancements include: Up to 85 budget

and 85 tax categories for the Morrow
(up to 200 for DOS), and the user can
change categories at any time; the abil
ity to split an amount among any 15
categories; full budgeting, including a
"what if' set up; automatic address and
memo printing on checks; combine ac
counts into a single report or table,
even if the accounts are on different
disks; switch accounts without leaving
the program; single keystroke entries,
in most cases; and net worth, backup
and disk directory capability.

For more information, contact Soft
Quest, Inc., P.O. Box 3456, McLean,
VA, 22103, or call (703) 281-1621.

Desktop Publishing Alter
native

Pollock Pines, California 
The Resource Manual for Typesetting
with Your Computer offers a simple
method for customers to use their own
computers and to save keystrokes. The
manual guides the reader through step
by-step instructions showing how to
transform the inexpensive computer
into a professional typesetting termi
nal.

The manual suggests three methods
for finding professional typesetters in
terested in linking up with computer
owners, and includes profiles of several
typesetters in various parts of the
country. The book also offers many
keyboarding tips and codes needed to
produce photographically typeset
copy.

The Resource Manual for Typeset
ting with Your Computer costs $15
and is available from Arrow Connec
tion, P.O. Box 899, Pollock Pines,
CA, 95726, (916) 644-2341. n



DateStamper
This "Timely" product Helps Organize Your Work

By Rick Charnes

I have eliminated some unnecessary listings here and
changed some values to make it easier to understand, but it
should be clear how this "relative clock" counter works in
assigning "+nnnn" values. Our first file accessed is New
Word, and that is assigned a value of "+0152", meaning it
was the 152nd file access of the day. Next JOE.LTR was ac
cessed (+0153) and ultimately modified (+0154). Then an ac-

floppies which version was the most recent. Result? After
the reformatting I had about 6 different versions of the same
file staring me in the face, and I simply had no idea which
one should assume its dutiful place on my hard disk. It took
me about 2 hours of visually comparing the data on each of
these, running a "difference" utility on the files and phone
calls to non-existent telephone numbers to sec which was
the most current.

Afterwards I had three or four beers and bought myself a
copy of DateStamper.

With DateStamper I would have been able to see the ex
act creation date of each of these files and simply chosen the
most recent. This program places an electronic "stamp" on
your files through which various of several utilities can then
read the date a file was (a) created, (b) modified, and (c) ac
cessed. The amazing revelation for me was that this can be
done WITHOUT a real-time clock.

In addition to the stamping of date per se J for those with
out a clock there is an additional feature called a "relative
clock" that marks each file with the value of a counter the
program maintains. It is an ordinal stamping, marking the
"time" of file access relative to other files. Each time you
access, modify, or create a file on your system, from the
time you turn on your computer or cold boot, DS marks the
file with this simple number count in the form "+nnnn" rep
resenting the "time" this file was used relative to other files
used during that day. It is a rather ingenious way to deal
with the absence of a real time clock.

For instance, if you edit JOE.LTR with NewWord and
then create COMMAND.ZEX with VDE.COM, when you
look at your directory with the special DateStamper directory
program you will see something like Figure 1.

») Dn ve C1: 70!i les, using 588k (1336k FREE)
-- file laze created acce66ed

DateStamper; Plu*Perfect Systems, P.o. Box
1494, Idyllwild, CA, 92349; (714) 659-4432;
$49; available in general or KayPro versions;
Only for CP/M 2.2.

B
ACK in the winter of 1987 during my regular trans
continental BBS travels I found myself constantly
running across messages referring to two programs

DateStamper and Backgrounder II, both by Plu*Perfect Sys
tems in southern California, about which people seemed un
able to stop raving. The course of discussion on one of my
favorite bulletin boards in particular Newton Centre Z-Node
in Boston had seemingly been given over entirely to these
two programs for a period of several weeks. .

I was initially slow to take notice as I am often conserva
tive when it comes to new software purchases. I have since
acquired both programs, seen what a total change in my op
erations they provide, and now utilize them both on a daily
basis. I would like in this issue to share some of my experi
ences with DateStamper, and next time deal with Backgroun
der II.

It was actually only thanks to a minor catastrophe I had a
few months ago, that DateStamper could have prevented,
that I now understand what all the hubbub was all about.
These two utilities add a major dimension to CP/M compu
ting that has been sorely missing from our repertoire, and as
such deserve our fullest support.

About three months ago I did something fairly outlandish
with my system; I decided it was time to reformat my hard
disk. The Mini-Winnie's response time was getting much
slower than I remember it having been during the couple of
months after first attaching it to my MD3. Of course all
hard disks will do this eventually as segments of files be
come scattered over the disk. Methodically I backed up the
entire 20 megabytes onto 50 floppies or so, reformatted,
copied them back, and experienced no problems except for
one minor detail. I maintain an 80k dBase II file of which
for good measure I am constantly making several backups
on to different floppies each time it is modified. Well, it
turns out I had been less than zealous in marking on the

Rick Charnes is president ofBAMDUA and is a colum
nist for MOR. He lives in the San Francisco bay area and
can be reached on the MOR BBS or at (415) 826-9448 or
821-4345.
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cess to VDE (+0155) to create COMMAND.ZEX (+0156).
This relative clock counter is a very convenient way to keep
track of the order of your operations and hence is of great as
sistance in generally keeping control of your system and its
commands. Z-System users with the command recall shell
HSH.COM loaded into memory as well are able to combine
the two to retrace with a rather striking accuracy which com
mand accessed which file and in what order relative to other
commands.

All the BBS messages and advertising notices I had been
reading, however, had given me the erroneous impression
that this relative clock was the only "stamping" the program
did. It was only after I purchased it that I realized there is full
date stamping even without a real time clock, as shown
above. The only thing the user must do to generate these
dates is enter it manually at computer power-on or cold
boot. I have found this almost no inconvenience at all as I
have incorporated it into my Z-System STARTUP alias.
CP/M users can simply have AUTO.COM boot it up. After
that, the date is "locked" into memory and can even be
displayed on-screen independently with a DATE.COM com
mand.

Of course users with a real time clock can simply choose
their particular model from the menu provided and will be up
and running in no time with full stamping of both date and
time.

DateStamper uses approximately lk of memory for CP/
M 2.2 users and 1.25k for the Z-System version. It is not
compatible with CP/M 3.0. I am running it on the most
memory-hungry Morrow Z-System configuration, with 2k
additionally taken up by the Mini-Winnie hard disk driver

and Backgrounder II on top of this and I experience no mem
0ry problems. I should emphasize that it runs perfectly on a
straight CP/M 2.2 system and is not in any way, shape, or
form a special Z-System utility. It is furthermore fully com
patible with Smartkey. Not only have I experienced no
memory problems when running it with our favorite key re
definition program, but there appears to be no requirement
that one necessarily be loaded before the other as is the case
with many "resident system extensions" of this type.

I was a little disappointed with the instruction manual, at
least in regard to its insufficient instructions pertaining to
installing it on my particular set-up with Backgrounder II
and Z-System running as well. I wrote a letter of complaint
and have somehow found myself with the (rather enjoyable)
job of writing up a Z-System addendum to the next edition
of the DateStamper instruction manual. Users not needing to
perform special configurations such as mine did will proba
bly find the 70 page manual quite comprehensive, and I have
appreciated the willingness of Plu*Perfect to go out of their
way to assist me in this regard.

DateStamper comes with several configuration programs,
both for its own internal operations and for one's terminal.
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They are quite straightforward and easy to follow, except for
Z-System users who must get used to following the options
for a category rather ignominiously dubbed "Unknown
BDOS"! Giving such a name to an operating system so
many of us have come to know and love is disconcerting to
say the least. (I have since come to understand that the man
ual and the bulk of the program were written before the au
thors of DateStamper became Z-System aficionados.) Z
System users will choose the file DATSTMPZ.COM
whereas those with CP/M 2.2 will choose
DATSTAMP.COM.

One other change I would make in the manual would be
to instruct users to configure DateStamper with the program
DSCONFIG as the very first step, before installing Date
Stamper itself. Additionally, when running Backgrounder II
and Z-System on top of DS, a necessary preliminary step
should be to run SETUPDS, to situate DateStamper precise
ly at memory location EB80h, 80h bytes above where the Z
System lOP would normally load. I very much would have
liked to have had this information when I first got the pro
gram; it is non-existent in the manual. Also, since the man
ual was written before the introduction of Backgrounder II,
there is no mention of the special procedures one must fol
low in this case. Floppy-disk Z-System and CP/M users
need make no adjustments, and can install DateStamper in
its default location, below the operating system. In either
case, once loaded into its proper place I have run it in several
different situations with no memory problems or incompati
bilities.

After running the configuration options, the program
PUTDS creates a file !!!TIME&.DAT on each disk on which
you desire date stamping. This read-only file then contains
the actual information from which the various utilities read
the date. After this step, you are ready to go.

Since CP/M 2.2 users have not made a program of this

type - taken for granted in the MS -DOS world - an im
portant part of their repertoire, software companies and pub
lic domain programmers have been somewhat lax in the task
of developing applications and utilities that support date
stamping. To remedy this situation, Plu*Perfect provides as
part of the package a disk of several public domain utilities
that have been modified by them and others to support date
stamping. Most important in this regard is SDD.COM, a
special version of SD.COM, the standard CP/M "Super Dir
ectory"program. It is this program that created the directory
listing in Figure 1. Once you begin to use it as your every
day directory program, it is most enjoyable and interesting
to see a listing of dates along with your files. Supplied as
well are modified versions of Irv Hoffs MCAT and XCAT
cataloging programs, which become superlative tools as
they can now read in the date provided by DateStamper.

Additionally provided on the separate disk is source code
in assembly language and BDS-C to use as a guide in mak-



ing modifications to already existing programs to allow
them to support DateStamper. One assumes as DS's popu
larity grows we will see an increasing number of standard
utilities and applications modified in this manner.

For months now I have been using special DS
supporting versions of the Z-System utilities VFILER,
PPIP (a standard Z-System copy program, similar to
MCOPY), and PRINT.COM. Furthermore, returning the fa
vor, there is a special Z-System version of DateStamper's
SDD.COM that allows named directories to be referenced
from the command line. Patches to MexPlus and dBase II are
available as well for CP/M users.

Perhaps most powerful of all the programs provided in
the package is DateSweep, DateStamper's superb file man
agement utility. DateSweep begins where NewSweep leaves
off. In addition to the usual functions provided by a program
of this type, it allows the user to access and group files by
their temporal relations. In other words, you can view (or set
the read-only bit on, or unsqueeze) only those files modified
on or after, say, August I, 1987. It also has the very valua
ble "negate selection" feature that sophisticated directory pro
grams such as XDIR have. If you would like, for instance,
to set the SYStem attribute on all files that were modified
before August 31, 1987 and do NOT have the extension of
.DOC, DateSweep can handle that with ease.

The most important application of this ability to group
files by temporal relations, however, provides what I believe
to be perhaps the most useful application of DateStamper as
a whole. It gives CP/M 2.2 users the ability to do true
"incremental" file archiving or backing-up, a feature normal
ly possible only with CP/M 3.0 or Z-System. If you are a
CP/M 2.2 user who regularly backs up important files, you
probably have often wished there were some way to back up
in a single command only those files worked on during any
given day's session. Backing up one's entire disk seems a
waste of time, and doing the files one by one is no better.
C/pM 3.0 and Z-System use the archive bit which gets
turned off or "reset" when a file is modified. At the end of a
day an archiving program can be loaded which runs through
the disk and backs up only those files whose archive bit is
turned off. Up till now, CP/M 2.2 users have had no way to
perform this kind of backing up. With DateSweep, however,
this function is replicated by simply tagging only those files
modified, for example, during the day's operations, and then
using DateSweep to copy only these to the backup disk.
This works very nicely and provides a very valuable feature
to CP/M 2.2 users.

This capability is taken to its logical and extraordinarily
useful conclusion with DateSweep's ability to perform full
operations, including exit from the program itself, by taking
options and parameters from the command line. Only a very
few CP/M programs have this degree of sophistication. NU
LU is the only other that comes to mind. This means, of

course, that it can be run from a SUBMIT, EX, or ZCPR3
alias script or, alternately, straight from the operating sys
tem prompt. This is very valuable for automating opera
tions. The most important application here, of course, and
one for which this feature of DateSweep is ideally designed,
will be to include a DateSweep command line in any back
ing-up submit file you use as the very last operation of the
day's work. The day can then be entered as a parameter on
the command line. A file called BACKUP.SUB that, for
instance, will send all files modified on any given day over
to the C: drive would look like:

DATSWEEP $$S'$l"CC:'UNX

Then, from the command line, "SUBMIT BACKUP
=082887" will back up all files modified on the exact date
August 28, 1987.

Though this will most probably look like gibberish until
one becomes familiar with DateSweep's commands, it is ap
parent that this feature is extremely useful and in fact most
enjoyable to watch in operation. You will no doubt find
yourself dreaming up all sorts of exotic combinations with
which to experiment. Although since I use Z-System I can
do my backing up using the archive bit method I find myself
often using DateSweep to do so because of the pleasure I
find in watching the attractive console display exhibited dur
ing an automation so automated. Power and performance
like this is very rare in the CP/M world.

Although the DateStamper directory program SDD.COM
does not have an option to display only files from a certain
date, this function as well can be replicated by DateSweep.
For instance,

DATSWEEP $S'=082887"X

typed from the command line (or again, a batch script)
will load DateSweep, display only those files modified on
August 28, 1987, and return you to the command line.

An alternative to either batch control or manual input
from the command line would of course be to put any of the
above commands into a SmartKey definition, with a pause
where the user will insert the date. I find this feature of Da
teSweep extremely useful and an absolute pleasure to work
with.

DateSweep also can be configured for an attractive graph
ics display on Morrow and other terminals. When running
SETTERM.COM, the program that installs all the various
DateStamper utilities to one's terminal, when prompted for
the characters to be used as a vertical and horizontal bar,
rather than entering the usual single characters "I" and "_", re
spond instead with a multiple character sequence. First the
two characters that turn graphics mode on (for most of us,
<ESC>,$), then the character that translates into a vertical
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or horizontal bar when graphics mode is on (I believe "I" and
"]" respectively for the MDT70), and finally "<ESC>,%" to
turn graphics mode off. This works to produce a very attrac
tive display for this excellent program.

A program called LOG.COM is also provided with Da
teStamper which records the total amount of time spent on
any of several user-selected task categories such as
"business," "personal," "education," etc. This can be very
useful for tax purposes.

Here's a "teaser" for those considering purchasing the
CP/M task-switching program Backgrounder II as well and
are wondering what special features accrue from running
both programs simultaneously. At work I use the MS-DOS
word processing program WordPerfect and have always
thought it slick the way one can touch a function key and
watch the program spit out the current date into the docu
ment on which I'm working. It's a very handy feature and I
had always thought it a shame it couldn't be done in CP/M.
Well, now it can. When Backgrounder, which has very ex
tensive key redefinition capabilities, and DateStamper are
running simultaneously, the character sequence "\d"
(backslash, "d") will read the date from DateStamper and in
sert it in your document. This is very nice and very conven
ient for letters, memos, etc.

Now for the final, and in many ways crucial, question
for us Morrow users: when we will have an inexpensive real
time clock? Before I realized that DateStamper does provide

date stamping without a clock, my intention was to save my
pennies until I could afford the $99 for a Kenmore Z-Time.
Now, however, we have two other options. My brilliant and
industrious fellow columnist Mike Allen is hard at work
producing a Morrow-compatible clock that appears will be
available at a much more reasonable price than the Kenmore.
I will most probably be one of the first to grab one when
Mike finishes his work. (See MACK ad on page 21).

On the other hand, in many ways I am quite satisfied
with DateStamper as is and feel no need for the time stamp
ing a clock will provide. My operations are such that accura
cy within each day is not that terribly important. Different
users will have different needs in· this regard. I am only
grateful that we now have these options from which to
choose.

Support for this product is excellent. Bridger Mitchell,
chief technician at Plu*Perfect, has provided me with the
most generous and knowledgeable assistance. Though the
excellent telephone support will be convenient for some us
ers, Mr. Mitchell has frequently made himself available on
the national BBS circuit. I much prefer to save myself mon
ey with this method rather than long-distance voice calls, by ,
using PC-Pursuit, the nationwide BBS service ($25 flat fee
per month, (800) 835-3638 for information) through which
Mr. Mitchell has graciously answered even my most arcane
of technical questions on several different bulletin boards.
Most users, however, will find the manual perfectly adequate

~t}~@'@~ =~, ThJ. d1 &l~
/~ , By Kamasoft

Logically Outlines
Your Thoughts and Work

Out-Think is a powerful idea processor that takes full
advantage of CP/M. Capture your ideas and organize them ...
Out-Think supports your thinking process by naturally
working the same way your mind does.

• Brainstorm. Track your
thoughts with full screen
editing.

• Develop your thoughts into
outlines that follow a
natura/~ logical flow.

• Collapse the details and
take an overall look.
Expand the outline to see
detail.

The Outline processor is simple, easy to use, and will
appeal to all users -- Mark Renne, InfoWorld Magazine
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• Outline Processing
• Word Processing
·Information
• Retrieval
• File Management
• Documentation

C\~\

s~~\ce $45
Out- Think retails
elsewhere for
almost $70, but
through MOR you
get almost $25 off!

Order MaR Product
#805 on page 23 of this issue.

WordStar is a reQistered trademark
of MicroPro, Inc. CP/M is a
registered trademark of Digital
Research, Inc. Kamasoft and Out-
Think are trademarks of Kamasoft, Inc.



for dealing with any problems that might arise.
The price for DateStamper has recently been lowered to

$45 and at this price is a bargain. Plu*Perfect Systems is
one of the few companies that continues to provide excellent
products and continuing support to CP/M users. They were
the company that developed the TurboRom that Kaypro us
ers have found so valuable, along with a host of other excel
lent enhancements. Programmer Bridger Mitchell is one of
the Echelon (creators of the Morrow Z-System) team work
ing on a new operating system to take advantage of the new
and powerful CP/M-compatible HD64180 and Z280 micro
processors.

DateS tamper is a product that gives us a capability we
have long needed, and I would urge all Morrow owners to
investigate its possibilities. n

For Your
Information
Repair Shops

Since the Repair Shop listing in the last MOR, we have
received a few updates on shops that work on Morrow equip
ment:
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COMPLETE SUBSYSTEMS
Plug in and run! Includes software. documents. cables. brackets as req·d.

Advanced Concepts lIMini Winnie"

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
For Your Z-80 Morrow!

The key to the Mini·Winnie system is the INSTALL program. which links your drive and your
computer. the way YOU want. it. Extensive. menu options allow selection .ot any ST·506

~~~~~~~~g~i~·p~~v~d~ 4t~~~~hd;~:~n~;~~i~t~~~is~r;~u~~~[~~6~~~E ~~~~n~~~~~
ble with most other add-ons, including SWP CoPower:ZCPR3 and microsphere

We have club. user group. OEM/Dealer programs. Call for quanrity schedule. /ffor any reason
you are not sarisfied. rerum for full refund within 30 days. All systems warranreedfor 90 days.
info and manual 58.00 credired with system purchase. Specials subject to availability.

ORDER INFO: Call (305) 482·7302. Terms: UPS cash COD. check or MO. Please allow 4 weeks
tor delivery. Fla. add 5% tax. Shipping extra. Please specify desired tloppy tormat.

OCIC Advanced Concepts Engineering Be Consulting
8926 S.w. 17th Street
Boca Raton. Florida 33433

Our INTERNAL systems do not displace
a floppy drive. do not require a power
supply upgrade. use the highest tech
nology winchesters available. No
compromises!

$465. $665. $790. $740. $845.
5mb 10mb 20mb 10mb 20mb

Extlfr'nal External External Internal Internal
Kaypro (1,2,4,10) ." ."

Big Boord I,ll ." ."

Xerox 82lHil ."

Micro Mint 5&-180 ."

Gemini Zorbo ."

Osborne ."

Sonya MBC·1150/
1160/1200 ."

Avt Eagle (with mods) ." (You may delete 590
Alspa II ." tor external systems
Epson QX·l0 ." ." less PIS enclosure
Morrow MD·2,3 ." ." ." Add 5600 for extra
Z·80 So100 Computers ." ." long cables)

Our EXTERNAL systems install in
seconds! Includes an attractive verti
cal cabinet with integral PIS and fan.
3foot cables. Everything necessary to
plug in and go!

Please address any repair updates to Serge Timachejf, Man
aging Editor, MOR.

Pacific InfoSystems
2855 El Cajon Boulevard
San Diego, California 92104
(619) 284-6800
Contact: Mark Bradbury

Wemco, Inc.
205 E. Frank Phillips Boulevard
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74003
(918) 336-3890
(MOR Reader Jim Rementer writes that "Wemco has two
full-time service technicians, and was an authorized dealer for
Morrow Designs.)
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Classified Ads

PLACING A CLASSIFIED? Private party ads
cost $2 per line. Commercial ads cost $6 per line.
ALL ads that sell something for profit are considered
commercial. Specifications: 50-character maximum per
line, 10-line maximum per ad. Include a check or
money order with your name, address and phone
number (make sure we can distinguish your ad from
your other information). Send a SASE if you want a
copy of your ad.

MD3 - $325 with software. Televideo 925 terminal 
$175. Both together - $475. I.I. Butler (415) 526-8655 or
524-8084.

SOFTWARE, WordStar, Pearl, LogiCalc, MBasic, Smart
Key, and manuals. $95. (415) 455-5816.

FOR SALE: Complete word processing system MD2,
Dual drive, monitor, much software, Okidata 82-A printer,
and many extras. Write for complete list. $700. Contact Mi
cheal Postek, 7260 Titonka Way, Derwood, MD 20855,
(301) 963-5790.

FOR SALE: Morrow Design MD2, dual floppy, 64K, ter
minaI, like new with S;W. $500, B/O. (415) 499-1066.

Anitque XEROX 820-1 w/manuals and software 
$299. Aztec-C compiler, CP/M and MS-DOS (unused) 
$50 each. C source BASIC-C w/EC editor (unused) - $50.
R. Baer, 949 Scott, Palo Alto, CA 94301, (415) 321-9721.

SAVE $$$: If any of you computer buffs have phone bills
of more than $120/mo., I can save you $$$ with AT&T ser
vice, O-Plus dialing, and call from any phone to any phone
in the 50 states. Bob Fife, 187 Spruce St., New Smyrna,
FL 32069 - (904) 423 1659.

MD2 Rev 2.2 (good) & MD2 Rev 1.3 (fair) + Free
dom 100 (Liberty term. - excl. cond.) + original software &
manuals + NewWord + many SSDD disks + compo file
MOR. (805) 242-2271. $375 complete or offer.

Morrow MDll with MDT60 terminal. Perfect condi
tion. Owner's manual, CP/M 3.0 original software plus RM
Cobol, Smart Checkbook, Real World Payroll, Print Mas
ter, and Melli Planner. Best offer. Phone (215) 431-1798.
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Important
Announcements
HARD DISK REPLACEMENT AND THE
MD216

Many of the old hard-disks now used in our MD-HDs
will soon wear out and are not available anymore. They can
be replaced with the new half-height disks now on the mar
ket, but they need changes in many of the CP/M 3.0 system
files. Your FLOB hunter/gatherer and BAMDUA BBS Sy
sop Steven Wartofsky has been spending some of his time
at MaR on developing this information, which will soon be
available. It includes ways to convert any MD-HD
(5,11,16,34) into any MD-HD while using the new half
height disks. Steve has also been developing a new machine,
the MD216. Really? Well, not quite. Actually it is an
MD11 where two 16 Mb hard disks replace the single 11
Mb disk. MOR and BAMDUA will initially build three
MD216's, one for each BBS (MOR and BAMDUA) and a
third one as a general purpose machine. Progress reports on
this project will be on the MOR BBS.

HEAR YE QUEST USERS

If you use QUEST and want to enter a new company
name you'll need also to enter a special serial number to
make QUEST perform past the demo stage. To get that
number from now on: Mail $30 to JAMES RIVER
GROUP (see ad, back cover) attention James Hillegass and
add your name, address and the new company name exactly
the way you'll enter it, minding lower and upper case, spac
es, etc. If you buy a new serial number you may request a
limited amount of support if you need it.

ORDER ·A MACK FROM MOR

If you arc interested in a kit to assemble a clock for your
MD3, or MD-HD (5,11,16,34) you can place your order
now with MaR. Price $49. The Mike Allen Clock Kit
(MACK) consists of a small PC Board and all the tiny parts
you need plus instructions on how to assemble them and
connect the clock to your machine (it fits inside). See Im
portant Announcements in MOR June/July '87 for more de
tails and the article "The Best of Times" in this issue on
page 37 about using a clock. This clock can be used with
DateStamper, which itself is reviewed on page 39 of this is
sue.



________~~~2~ervices

COMPUTER

FACTS
MORROW PROBLEMS

SOLVED
That's right.

Jacobs Computer Services deals in Facts. Computer Facts.
Whether you're seeking reliable advice or reliable repairs, we'll take your problem seriously.

We don't pretend that computer repair is an art, to us it's a science. If your
computer doesn't work, we'll find out why and get you working

again. Fact. No nonsense. Over the telephone or on site
we'll Jurnish support for you; connecting modems and
terminals, installing software, solving your hardware

problems and helping you to understand CP/M.
Now you know to call Jacobs Computer

Services when you need help.
That's a Fact.

J~COBS
computer services
P.o. Box 6092· Albany· CA 94706

Call (415) 525-9425
anytime, day or night!

MPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS

Morrow • Lear Siegler

S 100 • Liberty Freedom

Micro Decision • Decision 1

ADM20 • MDT50 • MDT60

MT70 • Freedom 50

Pivot • Freedom 100 • Drives

Hardware • Software

Sales • Support

Service



Try all 5 programs above (GL, AR, Ap,
IN, PRJ. Order our DEMO DISK for
$18.00 (includes shipping). Condensed
versions of the programs give you the
"feel" of data entry and access. Includes
sample reports and instructions. Specify
machine.

125 North First Street
Minneapolis, MN 55401

TRASHMAN (NEW) $
The "Catch-All" program. Files an
type of information for .quick acces;
Name or subject oriented with 15 lines
of· notes per name. Use TMAN as a
mailing list, filing system, notebook,
etc. Can be used.. :al0!ie~()I'~"itni,¥,ta
from our other programs.
Try TRASHMAN (only) DEMO ..... $IS

HOWTO ORDER:Please specify machine
and disk format. You can pay by check,
by VISA or MasterCard (we need your
expiration date and card number), or by
UPS COD (add $2.50 COD charge). Our
price includes shippirig. Minnesota resi
dents, add 6% sales tax). We ship most
orders the same day.
or ORDER BYPHONE: 612·339·2521

RUN ON MOST CPM AND MSDOS

Apple CPM IBM PC,XT,PC jr,AT Sanyo (al/)
Columbia Kaypro (all) Tandy (all)
Compaq Marrow (all) TeleVideo
Corona Osborne (al/) Zenith 100 & 150
Eagle (all) Panasonic 8 II CPM
Epson aX·10 Radio Shack CPM Other compatibles

SET OF FIVE $465
SETOF FOUR $395
SET OF THREE ..'u $325

Will handle up to 100 employees with
six deductions per employee. Deduc
tions may be determined as fixed dollar
amounts or percentages, or referred to
a table for automaticlook-up. Tax tables
are easily entered, or purchased sepa
rately.

1-800-654-6903

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .......... $125
Allows up to 2,500 customers and 1,000
irivoices per month. Invoicing can access
Inventory Module. Keeps customer
names and addresses. Invoice prints on
plain paper or any pre-printed form.
Statements can be printed at any time.

ACCOUNTING
integrated accoun
meet professional sta
fast and easy to use, with
structions. Our manual (shown
also includes helpful informatio
bookkeeping and computers.

GENERAL LEDGER $125
Allows up to 1,000 accounts & 1,000
transactions/month. Retains mo/end
balances for Last year, This Year and
Forecast. Includes Cash Disburse
ments, Cash Receipts and General
Journals. Reports include Balance
Sheet, Income Statement, Annual
Summaries and Journal Reports.

INVENTORY .....~...................... $125
Allows up to 4,000 parts. Keeps 3
month history of unit sales as well as
year to date. With AR, can be used as
point of sale system (prints invoices,
handles cash). Reports include Inven
tory Value and Stock Report, Internal
and Customer Price List.


